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In the Matter of:
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__________________________ )
I. PRELIMINARY STATEMENT

1. Complainant, United States Environmental Protection Agency ("EPA"), Region 1,
alleges that Respondent, the University of Massachusetts System ("UMASS"), violated Section
15 of the Toxic Substance Control Act ("TSCA"), 15 U.S.C. § 2614, and the federal regulations
entitled, "Polychlorinated Biphenyls ("PCBs") Manufacturing, Processing, Distribution in
Commerce and Use Prohibitionsn (the "PCB Regulations"), 40 C.F.R. Part 761. The violations
concern Respondent's recent discovery that window glazing compound in a UMASS building in
Amherst, MA, contains PCBs.
2. Complainant and Respondent agree that settlement of this matter is in the public
interest and that entry of this Consent Agreement and Final Order ("CAFO") without further
litigation is the most appropriate means of resolving this matter. Pursuant to 40 C.F.R.
§ 22.13(b) of EPA's "Consolidated Rules of Practice Governing the Administrative Assessment

ofCiviJ Penalties, Issuance of Compliance or Corrective Action Orders, and the Revocation,
Termination or Suspension of Permits," 40 C.F.R. Part 22, Complainant and Respondent agree
to simultaneously commence and settle this action by the issuance of this CAFO.
3. Therefore, before any hearing, without adjudication of any issue of fact or Jaw, upon
the record, and upon consent and agreement of Complainant and Respondent, it is hereby

ordered and adjudged as follows:

JI. TSCA STATUTORY AND REGULATORY AUTHORITY

4. Section 6(e)(2) ofTSCA, 15 U.S.C. § 2605(e)(2), prohibits the manufacture,
processing, distribution in commerce, or use of any polychlorinated biphenyl in any manner
other than in a totally enclosed manner except as authorized by EPA.
5. Section 16(a) ofTSCA~ 15 U.S.C. § 2615(a), provides for the assessment of civil
penalties for violations of Section 15 ofTSCA, 15 U.S.C. § 2614. Sections 15(l)(B) and (C) of
TSCA, 15 U.S.C. §§ 2614(1 )(B) and (C), make it unlawful for any person to fail to comply with
any requirement prescribed by Section 6 ofTSCA, 15 U.S.C. § 2605, or any rule promulgated
under that section.
6. The PCB Regulations, 40 C.F.R. Part 761, were promulgated pursuant to Section 6(e)
ofTSCA, 15 U.S.C. § 2605(e).
7. The PCB Regulations establish "prohibitions of, and requirements for, the
manufacture, processing, distribution in commerce, use, disposal, storage, and marking ofPCBs
and PCB Items." See 40 C.F.R. § 76l.l(a).
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8. The PCB Regulations defme "PCB" ac; "any chemical substance that is limited to the
biphenyl molecule that has been chlorinated to varying degrees or any combination of
substances which contain such substance." See 40 C.F.R. § 761.3.
9. The PCB Regulations define "excluded PCB products" in part as "materials which

appear at concentrations less than 50 parts per million ("ppm"), including but not limited to:
products contaminated with Aroclor or other PCB materials from historic PCB uses."

~ 40

C.F.R. § 761.3.
10. Forty C.P.R.§ 761.20(a) establishes that "'no persons may use any PCB, or any PCB
Item regardless of concentration, in any manner other than in a totally enclosed manner within
the United States unless authorized under§ 761.30, except that: (1) an authorization is not
required to usc those PCBs or PCB Items which consist of excluded PCB products as defined in

§ 761.3."

III. FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

11. Respondent is a five-campus public university system operated by the Board of
Trustees of the University of Massachusetts pursuant to Section l of chapter 75 of the
Massachusetts General Laws.
12. Respondent operates the Lederle Graduate Research Center (LGRC) located at 710740 North Pleasant Street in Amherst, Massachusetts. The scope of this CAFO is LGRC Tower
A ("LGRC A") and the LGRC Low-rise located at 740 North Pleasant Street in Amherst,
Massachusetto;. LGRC A and the LGRC Low-rise are collectively referred to as "the Facility."
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13. Respondent is a "person/' as that tennis defined at 40 C.F.R. § 761.3, and is subject
to the prohibitions set forth in TSCA and the PCB Regulations.
14. In March of2009, a consultant for UMASS perfonned an environmental site
assessment at the LGRC Low~rise in preparation for an electrical upgrade project. As part of the
assessment, the consultant collected and analyzed two samples of window glazing compound
for PCBs. The analysis revealed that the window glazing compound was contaminated with
PCBs at a concentration of 50 parts per mi1lion ("ppm") or greater. Subsequent sampling
revealed PCB concentrations ranging from 82.2 to 14,000 ppm in window glazing compound
found on various types of windows in the LGRC Low-rise and LGRC A. Also, during building
inspections, a black glazing sealant was found on some windows on the first floor of the
LRGC's library and in the walkway. Samples revealed PCB concentrations of 82.2 and 129
ppm. Window glazing compound and sealant contaminated with PCBs at concentrations equal
to or greater than 50 ppm is addressed by this CAFO and is hereinafter collectively referred to as
"PCB-contaminated window glazing compound" or '"window glazing sealant." Based on this
sampling, PCB-contaminated window glazing compound may be present in many window units
at the Facility.
15. As noted above, pursuant to 40 C.F.R. § 761.20(a), no person may use any PCB or
PCB Item regardless of concentration in any manner other than in a totalJy enclosed manner
within the United States unless authorized under40 C.F.R. § 761.30 or unless the PCB or PCB
Item is excluded from regulation under 40 C.F.R. §§ 761.20(a)(l)-(4).
16. The continued use of the PCB~contaminated window glazing compound is not
authorized under any provision of 40 C.F.R. §§ 76l.20(a)(l)·(4).
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I 7. The continued use of the PCB-contaminated window glazing compound is not
authorized under any provision of 40 C.F.R. § 761.30.
18. Accordingly, based on the unauthorized use ofPCB-contaminated window glazing
compound, Respondent violated 40 C.F.R. § 76L20(a) and Sections 6 and 15 ofTSCA.
19. In September of2009, EPA published a series of guidance materials pertaining to
management ofPCB-contaminated caulk throughout the nation's buildings. The guidance
materials explain the current state of knowledge regarding PCB-contaminated caulk and set
forth best management practices for addressing PCB...contaminated caulk. Complainant has
determined that some of the same types of best management practices could apply to PCBcontaminated window glazing compound at the Facility, as interim measures, until Respondent
removes the glazing.
20. On July 31, 2009, Respondent submitted an Interim Measure Plan to Complainant to
address the PCB-contaminated window glazing compound at the Facility. Based on
Complainant's comments, Respondent submitted a revised plan (hereinafter called the "PCB
Interim Measures Plan"), which is attached to this CAFO as Attachment 1. If Respondent
implements the PCB Interim Measures Plan as described. Complainant deems that there will be
no unreasonable risk of PCB exposure to human health or the environment.
21. Under this PCB Interim Measures Plan, Respondent shall:
(a) vacuum and cleanse window units and surrounding surfaces, using a HEPA vacuum
and a standard industrial cleaning fluid, and treat all cleaning material and vacuum debris as
PCB wastes (Section 4.2);
(b) encapsulate the PCB-contaminated window glazing compound by applying an
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overlying barrier system to it (currently envisioned to include aluminum foil tape and silicone
caulking) (Section 4.3);
(c) conduct visual inspections and wipe sampling to confirm the effectiveness of the
encapsulation and establish the baseline for long-term monitoring (Section 4.4);
(d) record a deed notice (Section 4.6);
(e) perform annual long-term monitoring of the windows, which will include visual
inspections, collecting wipe samples from window ledges and encapsulated surfaces, and
collecting air monitoring samples (Sections 5.1 and 5.2);
(f) take corrective measures at least annually to address any PCBs that exceed levels

prescribed in the PCB Interim Measures Plan (Section 5.3);
(g) provide general awareness training to stafi (Section 5.5);
(h) submit an annual report to EPA and post the annual report on the UMASS web site
(Section 5.6);
(i) remove and replace all windows and PCB-contaminated window glazing compound,

within 15 years of the effective date of this CAPO as portions of the Facility are renovated,
starting with the removal of some windows on Floors 3,7, and 8 of the LGRC A by December
31, 2012. Respondent shall treat PCB-contaminated window glazing compound as PCB Bulk
Product Waste. The remaining window components {glass, non-porous frames, etc.), will either
be treated as PCB Bulk Product Waste or decontaminated in accordance 40 C.P.R.§ 761.79
(Sections 6.1 and 6.2);
(j) Submit to EPA a notice thirty (30) days before commencing any window removal and

replacement at the Facility.
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IV. GENERAL TERMS OF SETTLEMENT

22. The provisions of this CAFO shall apply to and be binding on Respondent and its
officers, directors, successors and assigns until Respondent has completed all of the obligations
required by this CAFO.
23. Respondent stipulates that Complainant has jurisdiction over the subject matter
alleged in this CAFO. For purposes of this CAFO, including any further action to enforce the
tenns of this CAFO, Respondent waives any defenses it might have as to jurisdiction and venue.
24. Respondent acknowledges that it has been informed of its right to request a hearing
in this proceeding and hereby waives its right to a judicial or administrative hearing or appeal on
any issue of law or fact set forth in this CAFO.
25. Respondent hereby waives its right to appeal the Final Order accompanying this
Consent Agreement.
26. Without admitting or denying the factual findings and allegations in this CAFO,
Respondent consents to the terms and issuance of this CAFO.

V. COMPLIANCE WITH REGULATORY REOUIREMENTS

27. Respondent agrees to ~omp]y with the PCB Interim Measures Plan and documents
submitted or recorded pursuant to the PCB Interim Measures Plan. A summary of the
compliance schedule is contained in Attachment 2. The PCB Interim Measures Plan, any
documents submitted or recorded pursuant to the PCB Interim Measures Plant and any EPAapproved revisions hereto, are incorporated into, and enforceable through, this CAFO.
28. Respondent shall submit to EPA a notice at least thirty (30) days prior to
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commencing each window removal.
29. Respondent agrees to properly store and dispose of any PCB-contaminated window
glazing compound and any associated PCB waste removed from use at the Facility in
accordance with the PCB regulations and applicable local) statet and federal statutes,
regulations, and policies, including, but not limited to, 40 C.F.R. §§ 761.61 and 761.62
standards for PCB bulk product waste and PCB remediation wastes.
30. Remediation of unanticipated PCB contamination:
(a) The PCB interim Measures Plan does not address the remediation of any other PCB
non-liquid product (e.g., caulk, paint) or building substrate (e.g., concrete or brick) to which
PCBs may have migrated because the parties do not currently anticipate that PCB-contaminated
window glazing compound would have contaminated any surfaces other than the window
frames and glass. However, if Respondent discovers any other materials to which PCBs have
migrated from the PCB-contan1inated window glazing compound, or any other PCB non-liquid
product, Respondent shall notifY EPA within 15 days of discovery.
(b) Within 180 days of discovery, Respondent shall submit to EPA for approval a plan to
remediate such contamination if such contamination exceeds regulatory thresholds. Unlike the
window glass, non-porous window frames to which PCB-contaminated window glazing
compound was applied, and PCB...contaminated window glazing, which are all classified as
"PCB Bulk Product Wastes" under this CAF0 1, contaminated substrate to which PCBs have
migrated is categorized as "PCB Remediation Waste."

1

Such materials are PCB Bulk Product Wastes unless decontaminated pursuant to 40
C.F.R. § 761.79.
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(c) For PCB-contaminated substrate, Respondent may propose, if appropriate, a riskbased disposal plan, pursuant to 40 C.F.R. § 761.61(c), to leave in place the PCB-contarninated
substrate until the Facility is demolished, provided that Respondent also includes interim
measures to control exposure risks until such time as the Facility is demolished.

VI. PENALTY

31. Pursuant to Section 16 ofTSCA, 15 U.S.C. § 2615, and EPA's "Polychorinated
Biphenyls (PCB) Penalty Policy," dated April 9, ) 990, Complainant considered the nature,
circumstances, extent, and gravity of the alleged violation; Respondent's ability to pay; the
effect of the penalty on Respondent's ability to continue its operations; Respondent's history of
prior violations; Respondent's degree of culpability; and economic benefit gained; and such
other matters as justice requires. After consideration of the foregoing factors, Complainant
determined and Respondent agrees that a civil penalty in the an10unt of $75,000 is assessed for
the TSCA violations alleged herein.
32. Pursuant to 40 C.F.R. § 22.3l(c) and pursuant to TSCA Section 16(a)(2)(C), 15
U.S.C. § 261 S(a)(2)(C), Respondent and Complainant agree that the payment of the civil
penalty by Respondent is deferred and not due and owing until Complainant issues an order
requiring payment of the penalty ("Non-remittance Order").
33. Complainant agrees to remit the entire penalty and issue a remittance Order upon
Respondent's completion, to ComplainanCs satisfaction, of the attached PCB Interim Measures
Plan and other obligations contained herein.
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34. Prior to making a determination that Respondent has failed to implement the PCB
Interim Measures Plan, and/or Respondent's other obligations contained herein, Complainant
will give Respondent written notice of deficiencies and provide Respondent reasonable time(s)
to cure any such deficiencies that can be cured. Such notice is not required before stipulated
penalties accrue in accordance with Section lX of the CAFO.
35. If Complainant in its sole discretion determines that Respondent has failed to
implement its obligations under this CAPO fully and satisfactorily, Complainant may issue a
Non-remittance Order requiring Respondent to pay the civil penalty plus interest accrued from
the date of the issuance of the Final Order for this settlement. The Non-remittance Order will
set forth the details of the penalty payment procedures and calculations.

VII. ACCESS

36. Respondent shall provide access to the Facility at reasonable times to EPA officials
and authorized representatives. Respondent shall also provide access at reasonable times to all
records and documentation in Respondent's possession or control, including those records and
documents in the possession or control of Respondent's contractors and employees, related to
the actions conducted pursuant to this CAFO. Respondent shall use its best efforts to gain
access to areas owned by or in the possession of someone other than Respondent, as necessary
to implement this CAFO. Such access shall be provided to EPA and its authorized
representatives, who shall be permitted to move freely about the buildings and properties and
appropriate oJT~site areas in order to conduct actions that EPA determines to be necessary.
Respondent has a right to accompany EPA representatives at all times when such
10

representatives are on Respondent's property.
37. Any denial of access at reasonable times or to any portion of the Facility shall be
construed as a violation of the terms of this CAFO, subject to the stipulated penalties provisions
outlined herein.

VIII. REPORTING AND RECORDKEEPING
38. Any reports required to be submitted by Respondent pursuant to the PCB Interim
Measures Plan or otherwise shall be transmitted to Complainant by a responsible and authorized
official of each Respondent, signed and certified as follows:
I certify under penalty of perjury that I have examined and am familiar with the
infonnation submitted in this document and all attachments, and that, based on my inquiry of
those individuals immediately responsible for obtaining the information, I believe that the
information set forth in this document is true, accurate and complete. I am aware that there are
significant penalties for submitting materially false information, including the possibility of
fines and imprisonment.
39. The responsible official(s) of the Respondent shall send all communications or
required reports concerning this CAFO to Complainant's Project Coordinator, who until further
notice shall be:
Kimberly Tisa
PCB Coordinator
RCRA Corrective Action Section
Mailcode OSRR07-2
U.S. EPA, Region 1
5 Post Office Square, Suite 100
Boston, MA 02109-3912
40. Respondent shall name a Project Coordinator and supply his or her name and contact
information to Complainant within ten (10) days after the effective date of this CAFO. If the
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Project Coordinator changes, Respondent shall provide new contact information to
Complainant, in writing, within ten (10) days of the change.
41. Document Retention:

(a) Until at least seven years after all of Respondent's obligations under this CAFO have
been met, Respondent shall retain all non-identical copies of all documents, records or other
information (including documents, records, or other information in electronic fbnn) in its
possession or control, that relate in any manner to Respondent's performance of its Qbligations
under this CAFO. This information-retention requirement shall apply regardless of any shorter
retention period under institutional policies or procedures, or federal, state, or local law. At any
time during this information-retention period, upon request by EPA, Respondent shall provide
copies of any documents, records, or other information required 1o be maintained under this
CAFO.
(b) Respondent shall notifY EPA in writing thirty (30) days before destroying any
documents, records or other information and give EPA the opportunity to take possession of any
non-privileged documents.
(c) Respondent shall include a provision in all contracts relating to the activities described
in the PCB Interim Measures Plan and CAFO that requires the contractor (i) preserve all
documents, records, or other information relating to the contract during the course of the
contract and provide such information within seven days of request by either Respondent or
EPA; and (ii) deliver a copy of all documents~ records, or other information relating to the
contract to Respondent upon completion of the contract, at which point the contractor's recordkeeping retention obligations under this CAFO would end. However, nothing in this
12

subparagraph is intended to .limit EPA's information gathering authority under any statute.

IX. STIPULATED PENALTIES

42. If Respondent fails to comply with the record-retention requirements of Section VUI,
Respondent shall be liable for a stipulated penalty of five thousand dollars ($5,000). If
Respondent fails to comply with any other term of this CAFO, including, but not limited to, the
tenns and conditions of the PCB Interim Measures Plan and documents submitted pursuant to
the PCB Interim Measures Plan, Respondent shall be liable for stipulated penalties of: five
hundred dollars ($500) for each day that Respondent is in violation, and such violation occurs or
continues for day one ( 1) through day thirty (30); one thousand five hundred fifty dollars
($1,500) for each day Respondent is in violation, and such violation continues for day thirty-one
(31) through day sixty (60); two thousand dollars ($2,000) for each day Respondent is in
violation, and such violation continues for day sixty-one (61) through day one hundred twenty
( l 20); and three thousand hundred dollars ($3,000) for each day Respondent is in violation, and
such violation continues beyond day one hundred twenty one (121). A separate stipulated
penalty shall apply and accrue for each provision of this CAFO that is violated.
43. Stipulated pena1ties shall begin to accrue on the day after performance is due and
shall continue to accrue through the final day of completion of the activity.
44. Payment of stipulated penalties shall be made in accordance with Paragraph 49
within thirty (30) days of receipt ofwritten demand by Complainant unless Complainant
specifies a greater amount of time in its written demand.
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45. Payment of stipulated penalties shall be in addition to any other relief available under
federal law. Complainant may, in its sole discretion, decide not to seek stipulated penalties or to
waive any portion of the stipulated penalties that accrue pursuant to this CAFO. If, upon receipt
of the written demand. Respondent believes that the stipulated penalty is inappropriate,
Respondent may invoke Dispute Resolution procedures of Section X. If Complainant agrees
with Respondent's argument, Complainant may, in its sole discretion, reduce the amount of the
written demand or withdraw it Respondent shall pay any stipulated penalty subsequently
assessed within ten (10) days of receiving Complainant's decision.
46. Pursuantto Section 16ofTSCA, 15 U.S.C. § 2615, and 31 U.S.C. § 3717.
Complainant is entitled to assess interest and penalties on debts owed to the United States as
well as a charge to cover the cost of processing and handling a delinquent claim. Interest will
begin to accrue on stipulated penalties assessed pursuant to Paragraph 42 that have not been
paid within the time specified by Complainant. Interest will be assessed at the rate of the United
States Treasury tax and loan rate in accordance with 31 C.F.R. § 901.9(b)(2). A charge will be
assessed to cover the costs of debt collection, including processing and handling costs and
attorneys' fees in accordance with 31 C.F.R. § 901.9(c). In addition, a penalty charge of six
percent per year compounded annually will be assessed on any portion of the debt that remains
delinquent more than ninety (90) days after payment is due in accordance with 31 C.F.R. §
90 1. 9(d). Should assessment of the penalty charge on the debt be required, it will be assessed as
of the first day that payment is due.
47. All penalties, stipulated penalties, interest, and other charges shall represent penalties
assessed by Complainant, and shaH not be deductible for purposes of federal taxes.
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48. Payment of any stipulated penalty, interest, or other charges does not waive, suspend,
or modifY the responsibility of Respondent to comply with the requirements of all of the federal
laws and regulations administered by EPA and shall not be a defense to any actions
subsequently commenced pursuant to said laws and regulations.
49. Payment of any stipulated penalty under this CAFO shall be made by a bank,
cashier's or certified check made payable to the "Treasurer, United States of America." The
check should also note the docket number of the Complaint (TSCA-01 -2012-0036) and should
be forwarded to:
U.S. EPA
Fines and Penalties
Cincinatti Finance Center
P.O. Box 979077
St. Louis, MO 63197-9000
In addition, Respondent should also forward notice of payment ofthe stipulated penalty as well
as a copy of the payment check to the Regional Hearing Clerk and EPA's counsel at their
respective mailing addresses below:
Catherine Smith, Esq.
Senior Enforcement Counsel
Office of Environmental Stewardship
Mail code OES-04-4
U.S. EPA. Region l
5 Post Office Square, Suite 100
Boston, MA 021 09-3 912
Wanda Santiago
Regional Hearing Clerk
U.S. EPA, Region 1
5 Post Office Square, Suite t 00
Mail Code ORA 18-1
Boston, MA 02109-3912
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50. Failure to pay the amount in full within the time period demanded in the nonremittance order or written demand may result in referral of this matter to the United States
Department of Justice or the United States Department of the Treasury for collection.

X. DISPUTE RESOLUTION
51.

The parties shall use their best efforts to informally and in good faith to resolve

disputes and differences of opinion, which may arise concerning provisions of this Order.
Notwithstanding the above, if Respondent disagrees, in whole or in part, with any decision made
by Complainant pursuant to this Order with respect to the following: (1) rejection, modification

or substitution of any component of the PCB Interim Measures Plan or docwnent submitted
pursuant to that plan; (2) a determination by Complainant to issue a Non-remittance Order
pursuant to paragraph 35 of this CAFO; (3) a decision to modify the CAFO pursuant to
paragraphs 57 or 58 below); or (4) a decision to demand stipulated penalties, Respondent shall
notify Complainant in writing of such objections and the basis or bases for such objections
within twenty (20) calendar days of receipt of EPA's disapproval, modification, decision, or
directive. The notice shall set forth the specific points of the dispute, the position Respondent
maintains, the basis or bases for Respondent's position, and any matters the Respondent
considers necessary for Complainant's determination. Following Complainant's receipt of such
written notice, Complainant will provide its decision in writing on the pending dispute, which
decision shall be binding. The parties may continue to confer and to use informal efforts to
resolve the dispute during the period that Complainant's final detennination is pending.
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XI. FORCE MAJEURE

52. When circumstances caused by a Force Majeure event (as defined in paragraph 55
below) may delay or prevent the performance of any obligation under this CAFO. Respondent
shall so notifY Complainant in writing within ten (1 0) days after Respondent's knowledge of
such circumstances. The written notice shall include the cause{s) of any actual or expected
delay or noncompliance, the anticipated duration of any delay, the measures taken and to be
taken by Respondent to prevent or minimize the delay or correct the noncompliance, and the
timetable for implementation of such measures. Upon request, Complainant may extend this
I 0-day time frame if, in Complainant's sole discretion, Complainant finds an extension to be

appropriate.
53. If Complainant agrees that a delay or failure to perform an obligation under this
CAFO is or was caused by a Force Majeure event, the time for performance of such obligations
will be extended for such tim.e as is necessary to complete those obligations, Complainant will
notifY Respondent in writing of the length of the extension, and stipulated penalties shall not
accrue with respect to such obligations during the extended time for performance. An extension
of the time for performance of the obligations affected by the Force Majeure event shall not, of
itself, extend the time for performance of any other obligation.
54. If Complainant does not agree that a delay or failure to perfonn an obligation under
this CAPO is or was caused by a Foree Majeure event, or does not agree with Respondent on the

length of the proposed extension of time due to the Force Majeure event, Complainant shall
notify Respondent in writing of its decision and the basis therefore.
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55. "Force Majeure," for purposes of this CAFO, is defined as any event arising from
causes beyond the control of Respondent, of any entity controlled by Respondent, or of
Respondent's contractors, that delays or prevents the performance of any obligation under this
CAFO despite Respondent's best efforts to fulfiH the obligation. "Force Majeure" does not
include unanticipated or increased costs, changed financial circumstances, change of ownership
of the Facility, failure to obtain federal, state, or local permits, or any other financial inability by
Respondent to meet any obligation of this CAFO.

XU. MODIFICATION AND TERMINATION

56. The terms of this CAPO may only be modified by written agreement of the parties
and signature by the Legal Enforcement Manager. Oftice of Environmental Stewardship, EPA
Region 1, except that the PCB Interim Measures Plan, enforceable documents submitted
pursuant to the PCB Interim Measures Plan, and the deadlines contained therein (with the
exception of the 15-year deadline to remove all PCB-contaminated window glazing compound
and windows) may be modified by written agreement of Respondent and the Chief of the RCRA
Corrective Acton Unit, Office of Site Remediation and Restoration.
57. Within sixty (60) days of the effective date of any federal regulations that change
how PCBs in caulk and/or window glazing compound are regulated, Respondent shall submit a
proposal specifying if and how this agreement should be modified to comply with the new
regulations. Complainant shall review such proposal and, either approve, reject, or modify the
proposal in writing ("EPA's decision"). The parties shall subsequently amend the terms of this
agreement in accordance with EPA's decision. Respondent shall be entitled to a CAFO
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modification or termination if the new regulations make it legal to use PCBs in window glazing
compound at the levels at whlch PCBs are found (pre-encapsulation) at the Facility.
58. The following additional provisions govern modification of the l S-year deadline to
remove all PCB*contaminated window glazing compound and windows:
(a) Respondent shall be entitled to a meeting with EPA every five years from the effective
date of the CAFO to discuss the reasonableness of the 15-year deadline, which may be affected
by, among other things, (i) the success or failure of the interim measures; (ii) Respondent's
finances; or (iii) the status of new regulations or science regarding PCBs in caulk and glazing.
(b) Respondent may propose, for EPA's approval, an extension to the 15-year schedule of
up to five years for specific renovation projects that require procuring new space (including
constructing new buildings) for functions that are currently in the Facility but that may not be
allowed to continue in the Facility in the future due to building codes.

XIII. EFFECT OF SETTLEMENT AND RESERVATION OF RIGHTS
59. This CAFO constitutes a settlement by Complainant of all claims for civil penalties
pursuant to Section 16 of TSCA for the specific violations alleged in paragraphs 14 through 18
of this CAFO, up to the date of issuance of this CAFO.
60. Respondent's obligations under this CAFO are severable. If a court of competent
jurisdiction enters a final judgment holding invalid any material provisions of this CAFO, the
remainder of Respondent's obligations under the CAFO shall remain in force and shall be fully
enforceable.
61. Nothing in this CAFO shall prevent Complainant from taking any necessary action to
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address conditions which may present an inuninent and substantial endangerment to public
health or the environment; nor shall this CAFO be construed to, nor is it intended to operate in
any way to resolve any criminal liability or any other civil liability ofRespondent.
62. Except as provided in paragraph 59, Complainant reserves its rights to bring
enforcement actions against Respondent for alleged PCB violations under TSCA and any other
applicable laws or regulations.
63. This CAFO does not waive, extinguish, or otherwise affect Respondent's obligation
to comply with all applicable provisions of TSCA, the PCB regulations, and all other federal,
state, and local laws, regulations, permits, or other requirements. However, this CAFO does
provide an extended schedule for coming into compliance with the PCB regulations at the
Facility.
64. Except as described in Paragraph 46, each party shall bear its own costs and fees in
this proceeding.
65. Pursuant to 40 C.F.R. 22.3l(b), the effective date of this CAFO shall be the date
when such document is filed with the Regional Hearing Clerk. After such filing, Complainant
will notify Respondent of the effective date.
66. Each undersigned representative of a party to this CAFO certifies that she or he is
fully authorized to enter into the terms and conditions of this CAFO and to execute and legally
bind such party to it.
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THE UNDERSIGNED PARTY enters into this CAPO for In the Matter of: University of
Massachusetts, TSCA-01-2012-0036
For University of Massachusetts:

Robert C. Holub
'
Chancellor of University of Massachusetts Amherst
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Date

THE UNDERSIGNED PARTY enters into this CAFO for In the Matter of: University of
Massachusetts, Docket No. TSCA-01-2012-0036
For U.S. EPA, Region 1:

Date
Acting Legal Enforcement Manager
Office of Environmental Stewardship
U.S. EPA, Region 1
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XIV. FINAL ORDER

The foregoing Consent Agreement is hereby approved and incorporated by reference into
this Order. Respondent is hereby ordered to comply with the terms of the above Consent
Agreement, effective on the date it is filed with the Regional Hearing Clerk.

Jensen

ng Regional Judicial Officer
U.S. EPA. Region 1

In the Matter of University ofMassachusetts, Docket No.TSCA-01-2012-0036
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1. INTRODUCTION

fl

w

This Interim Measures Plan has been prepared to document proposed interim measures to be taken to address
interior window glazing sealant! containing polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) at concentrations greater than 50 parts
per million (ppm). The glazing sealant has been identified at the University of Massachusetts (UMass) Lederte
Graduate Research Center (LGRC) Tower A and low rise building, located at 710-740 North Pleasant Street on the
UMass campus in Amherst. Massachusetts.

1.1

PROJECT BACKGROUND

The LGRC complex was constructed in the early 1970's as a facility for classroom, library, laboratory, and office
space. The complex consists of a three-story low-rise building ("the low-rise-') and an attached 17 -story tower
identified as Tower A ("the high-rise"). The Site is located toward the northern end of the UMass campus at the
intersection of North Pleasant Street and Governors Drive. A Site Locus Map is provided as Figure 1-1 and a Site
Plan is included as Figure 1-2.
In March 2009, a limited hazardous building materials investigative survey and assessment was conducted to identify
asbestos-containing materials, lead in paint, PCBs, and other hazardous building materials in ar;ticipation of
renovations planned at the LGRC low rise building. During the assessment, a sample of the interior window glazing
sealant from the third ftoor conference room of the Science Ubrary was collected and analyzed for PCBs. This
sample and a duplicate of this sample detected total PCBs at concentrations of 12,000 ppm and 11,000 ppm,
respectively.
Given that these concentrations exceeded regulatory thresholds per Federal regulations (40 CFR 761} for PCBs in a
non-totally enclosed manner, UMass and Woodard & Curran (W&C) have been working to develop an approach and
plan to address these conditions. Primary issues are that this glazing sealant is integral to the window units (e.g., it
cannot be removed without removing the entire window unit), there are approximately 900 windows in Tower A and
the low rise building, and UMass does not have any current capital improvement plans to replace aU the windows.
Upon gaining knowledge of the PCB concentrations in the window glazing sealant (March 2009), the following
activities were initiated/conducted in support of developing an approach to address this issue:
•

April 2009- Inspection and inventory of all accessible windows in the LGRC low-rise and Tower A high
rise buildings;

•

May 2009 - Collection of window glazing sealant samples to confirm initial results from locations
throughout the buildings, surface wipes from interior locations. and indoor air samples from representative
locations throughout the buildings; and

•

May 2009 - Public notifications and outreach through informational postings and a meeting with building
occupants and stakeholders.

Following discussions with United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), a draft Interim Measures Plan was
submitted on July 31, 2009. which included a plan, based on pilot testing of several products, to implement an interim

1 Window

glazing sealant is defined for 1he purposes of this plan as the sealant located in between the window glass and the

metal window pane.
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measure to reduce exposure potential to the window glazing sealant until a long-term solution can be implemented.
This interim measure was a combination of decontamination procedures followed by an encapsulation of the glazing
sealant
Following submittal of this draft plan, the following activities have been continued or conducted in support of EPA's
review and approval:
•

November 2009- UMass personnel met wit'1 EPA personnel to review the plan and potential next steps in
EPA's approval process. During this meeting. the topic of a Consent Agreement was discussed as a
potential mechanism to manage the window glazing sealant and implement the Interim Measures plan;

•

March 2010- EPA provided a draft Consent Agreement to UMass for review. This has been followed by
subsequent comments and discussions to the Agreement language;

•

February- October 2010- Additional monitoring of the pilot test areas (wipe and bulk sample collection
and analyses) as well as implementation of an expanded pilot test of different products was conducted;

•

November 201 0- Project status and informational meeting with building occupants and stakeholders;

•

February 2011 -Revised draft Interim Measures Plan submitted to EPA; and

•

May 2011 and January 2012- Additional monitoring of the pilot test areas.

Currently, the results of subsequent testing have been used to modify the proposed interim measure, as detailed in
this plan. Based on discussions with EPA, it is the intent for this plan to become an attachment or appendix to the
Consent Agreement. which is the reason it has been prepared as a separate, stand atone document specific to the
LGRC interior window glazing sealant

1.2 PLAN ORGANIZATION
This Interim Measures Plan is organized into the following six sections:

Section 1: Introduction (This section)
Section 2: Initial Assessment and Screening of Remedial Alternatives
A summary of the previously collected data and screening of remedial alternatives to address removal of the interior
window glazing sealant is provided and discussed.
Section 3: Pilot Testing
A summary of pilot test activities conducted between July 2009 and January 2012 is provided including a data review
of different cleaning products and primary and secondary barriers.
Section 4: Interim Measure Implementation
This section provides a summary of the selected interim measure including the products to be used, initial
inspections, and verification testing of the selected measure.
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Section 5: Long Tenn Maintenance and Monitoring

This section provides a description of the proposed long-term maintenance and monitoring activities to be
implemented following the interim measures. Details of routine inspections and testing, action levels and corrective
measures. training requirements, reporting, and communications are provided.
Section 6: Schedule

This section provides a schedule and timing for the implementation of the interim measures and a discussion on
overall timing for window removal and replacement.
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2. INITIAL ASSESSMENT AND SCREENING OF REMEDIAL ALTERNATIVES
The results from the initial data collected to assess the nature and extent of the interior window glazing sealant and
an initial screening of potential remedial alternatives is presented in this section.

2.1 INITIAL ASSESSMENT

fTl
~

~

1
'

As indicated previously, an initial assessment/data collection was completed in April and May of 2009. The results of
these activities were presented in a "Status Update - Interior Window Gfazjng" memorandum submitted to EPA on
July 10, 2009 and included as Appendix A of this plan (excluding analytical data, which was submitted in July 2009).
A brief summary of these results is provided in the following paragraphs.
Results of the window inspections and inventory indicated that glazing sealant similar in appearance was observed
on the majority of window joints throughout the low rise, the walkway, and Tower A. The glazing sealant was black in
color and had very little plasticity. Below surficial portions, the material was observed to be softer and in one location
(glazing sample location LGRC-GZ-008 High Rise Location) an increase in the overall plasticity was observed. In
general, the sealant appears in good condition; there are some areas (e.g., bottom frame exposed to direct sunlight)
that exhibit signs of deterioration. Based on window construction drawings and field observations, the glazing
sealant appears to be present on both the interior and exterior sides of the window glass and on all four sides of the
window glass and the metal pane.
In addition to the interior inspection, an inventory of windows was taken from the outside of the low rise and Tower A
buildings to develop an estimate of number of windows and approximate total linear footage of windows on each
building. Total linear footage of windows was calculated based on the dimensions of the inspected windows and the
exterior window inventory. There are also some windows that are located solely within the interior of the buildings
(e.g., no window face exposed to the exterior of the building). Approximately 900 separate window units are present
throughout the buildings with about 500 windows in the low rise building and 400 windows in Tower A representing
over approximately 20,000 linear feet of glazing sealant.
A standard window construction was observed in the majority of windows in both the low rise building and Tower A of
the high rise. Within this standard construction, a variety of window sizes and shapes were noted. Windows were
typically constructed of metal framing set back approximately 1 inch from the face of interior walls. At the base of the
majority of windows a tile or stone shelf/ledge was observed ranging in width from 6 to 12 inches. For windows at
which the ledges were present, the majority also had vents associated with the building's HVAC system either
directly next to or adjacent to the window units. Windows on the walkway connecting the low rise to high rise building
were constructed in a similar manner; however, window ledges were not observed. In addition, repair
caulking/sealant material was observed on windows throughout portions of the walkway as an apparent temporary
patch due to past leakages.
During the inspection, some windows with slightiy different construction were observed on the first floor of the library
and in the walkway. These windows were visibly different in two ways; the type of metal stripping in place
perpendicular to the window face and the type of material present in the joints. The subject joints surrounding each
of these windows contained a black repair caulkl_ng/sealant material, which was highly plastic and generally found to
be in good condition. Inspection of the joints was not able to determine whether black glazing sealant was present
beneath the repair caulking/sealant. Given this condition, two samples of this repair caulking/sealant were collected
and analyzed for PCBs. The results indicated concentrations of total PCBs of 82.2 and 129 ppm, which were lower
than the glazing sealant sample results. Given these concentrations, these materials are planned to be managed the
same as the glazing sealant found on the majority of the windows.
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A gasket material was also observed on select windows during the interior window inspections. The gasket material
was a black, rubberized material. The width of the gasket varied between Ys inch and % inch wide. The gasket
material was observed on doors and windows of the main building entrances and windows adjacent to the low rise
main stairwell. Gasket material was also observed on the main library entrance windows. Given the nature of this
material and window/door construction, samples were not collected for analyses and it is assumed that PCBs would
not be present in this molded, rubber.
Photographs of typical window units are provided below.

n

Library Conference Room 365A

Typical Window Joint with Glazing Sealant

J

i

n

LJ

Based on the current understanding of the LGRC buildings and their use, potential receptors to interior window
glazing sealant include adult workers within the buildings (UMass staff) and college-age students, including graduate
students. No children would be present in the inside of the buildings, except during short duration visits to the library
or with UMass staff.
Potential transport pathways for PCBs from the glazing sealant include deterioration or weathering and generation of
dust or particulate matter that may become airborne or deposit on an interior building surface. Potential exposure
pathways include:
•

Inhalation of indoor air that may contain PCBs;

•

Dermal contact; and

•

Incidental ingestion following dermal contact (e.g., hand to mouth contact) with PCBs present as particulate
matter on surfaces.

In summary, the results of the initial data collected indicate the following:
•

Interior window glazing sealant on the majority of the windows at the low-rise and Tower A contain PCBs in
excess of 50 ppm and up to 2% chrysotile asbestos (average PCB concentration is 9,660 ppm);

•

Overall, the glazing sealant appears in good condition and is present at over 900 separate window units
throughout the buildings representing approximately 20,000 linear feet. There are some areas (e.g., bottom
frame exposed to direct sunlight) that exhibit signs of deterioration;
17'"1
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•

Potential transport and exposure pathways for the PCB containing glazing sealant to potential receptors
include direct contact and/or generation of dust or particulate matter that may become airborne or rest on
interior surfaces: and

•

Existing data indicate minimal PCB exposures to building occupants:
o All post Exterior Building Abatement Project indoor air samples (July 2008 and May 2009) collected
from Tower A and the low-rise building show a decrease in concentration with time compared to
the samples collected during the Exterior Building Abatement Project. As a general comparison, all
indoor air resu~s (2008 and 2009) were below EPA's recently published public hea~h levels of
PCBs in school indoor air2. EPA's comparable level for the LGRC buildings is the level published
for students age 19 and over and adults, which is 450 nanograms per cubic meter (ng/m 3). The
July 2008 data reported an average indoor air concentration of 213 ng/m 3 with the highest
concentration reported as 256 ng/ma. The May 2009 data reported an average indoor air
concentration of 71 ng/m3 with the highest concentration reported as 160 ng/m3.

r:;q
It
~

o

n
~

Interior surface wipe samples collected during the Exterior Building Abatement Project exhibited
higher concentrafions of PCBs on the window ledges than on other interior surfaces (tables, desks,
etc.). The majority of the sample results were below EPA's high occupancy criteria of
10 1Jg/100cm2. Surface cleaning of the ledges has been shown to be effective in reducing PCB
concentrations. All 19 post Exterior Building Abatement Project samples and the June 2009
window ledge wipe samples were below EPA's high occupancy criteria of 10 j.Jg/100cm2.

2.2 INITIAL SCREENING OF REMEDIAL ALTERNATIVES
Based on a review of the existing data, the glazing sealant is not likely to represent a continuing significant source of
PCBs to either indoor air or surfaces not in direct contact wtth the sealant However, given that the glazing sealant
contains PCBs at concentration greater than 50 ppm in a norr-totally enclosed manner, it is considered an
unauthorized use per 40 CFR Part 761.
As part of a decision process given the above information, an initial screening of alternatives to remove the glazing
sealant was performed. The two alternatives screened for the complete removal and off-site disposal of the sealant
included:
•

Disassemble the window unit, remove sealant and window, decontaminate window unit, replace window
with existing glass; or

•

Remove entire window unit and replace with new window.

Each alternative was screened based on the following criteria:

fJ

u
f1

•

Effectiveness - An evaluation of the method's effectiveness in meeting the remedial goals based on
experience and reliability of the method;

•

lmplementability - An evaluation of the logistical issues for each alternative including availability of
personnel and equipment. site-specific features. health and safety concerns, volume of waste generated,
etc.; and

•

Cost- Budgetary/planning level costs were estimated to aid in the direct comparison of methods.

~

2 Public

Health Levels for PCBs in Indoor School Nr, EPA, September 2009.
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A summary of this initial screening evaluation is presented on Table 2-1. As indicated on this table, source removal
and decontamination of the window units would not be an effective a~emative; therefore, the alternative for source
removal is considered to be a window replacement project

2.3 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
As indicated previously, there are over 900 windows within the buildings and UMass does not have any current
capital plans or approved funding for window replacement in these buildings at this magnitude as a stand-alone
project. Recent indoor air and interior surfaces data indicate minimal PCB exposure potential to building occupants.
Given this information, i1 is proposed to implement an interim measure to reduce exposure potential to the PCB
containing glazing sealant until a long-term solution can be implemented. This approach is consistent with EPA's
Current Best Practices for PCBs in Caulk - Interim Measures for Assessing Risk and Taking Action to Reduce
Exposures, October 2009.

n

J

Based on the initial assessment. the proposed interim measure consists of the following three components:
•

Removal of dust and debris from the window units using a vacuum equipped with HEPA filtration followed
by a general cleaning of the window units and surrounding surfaces using a standard industrial/commercial
cleaner;

•

Containment of the glazing sealant through a barrier/encapsulating material to eliminate/reduce potential
exposures; and

•

Implementation of a monitoring program to verify effectiveness of the interim measure.

To aid in determining the specific products to be implemented and their effectiveness as an interim measure, pilot
test activities are being conducted and are described in the next section. Additional discussion on the timing of the
interim measure and eventual window (source material) removal is presented in Section 6 Schedule.
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3. PILOT TESTING

0

0
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Commencing in July 2009, pilot testing activities have been conducted on wrndows in the LGRC complex to assess
prop::>sed techniques for cleaning windows, window frames, ledges. and surrounding areas and techniques for
containing/encapsulating interior window glazing sealant. The tests were designed to evaluate: effectiveness in
achieving the interim measure goals; practicality of application and use; level of effort required to implemen: the
alternative; and the final appearance of the window unit. A remediation contractor (Triumvirate Environmental) and a
specialty coatings contractor (P .J. Spillane Co.) supported the pilot testing activities.

3.1 GENERAL CLEANING

l

IJ

Three windows on the third ftoor of the library {low-rise) and one window on the third floor of the Tower A high rise
building were selected for the pilot test which was conducted on July 9, 2009. At each location, foi!owing preparation
of the pilot test area (polyethylene sheeting. barrier tape. remova! of moveable furniture, etc.). a general cleaning
using standard industrial cleaners of the window and adjar..,ent suriaces was conducted to:
•

Removal ali visible dust and debris;

•

Rejuce the concentrations of PCBs on 0011-porous accessible surfaces to below the clean up level of 10
IJg/1 00cm2; and

•

Prepare the surfaces for applfcaiion of the selected containment encapsuiant.

General cleaning consisted of the following three components: 1) removal of loose glazing sealants; 2) vacuuming of
ea:h window, window frames. blinds (when present), and ledges as well as the recessed areas and heating ducts
beneath each window; and 3) application of a cleanser. Three types of cleaners were tested {Simple Green All
Purpose Cleaner, Klean Strip TSP Plus, and IAQ 2000 non-phosphate cleaner). The effectiveness of the cleaning
was verified via visual observations/inspections and verification wipe samples collected from the window ledges
beneath the three pilot test areas representing the three different types of cleaners. Analytical results indicated that
the concentrations of PCBs in wipe samples collected were below the high occupancy clean up level of
10 J,Jg/1 00 cm2. Reported concentrations ranged from 0.5 to 1.0 j.Jg/100 cm 2. Laboratory data reports are provided
in Appendix B.

n
l '
tJ

As shown below, results of the evaluation indicate that all three of the cleaning products were effective and easily
implementable; however, based on slight odor issues and final appearance of the windows, the Klean-Strip TSP Plus
cleaner was retained for use during the full-scale implementation of the Interim Measure. A summary of the findings
are presented in the table below.

Table 3·1: Results of the Pilot Test Activities- Cleaning Product Evaluation

r Cleani~-~._ro_d_uct_--+---E-ff._ect_i_ve_n_e_ss_-+_l_mp_le_me_nt_ability !
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i HEPA Vacuum

I
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u
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Majority of dust and
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wipe=

Aesthetics/Other

l
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Good; efficient
process
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3.2 INSTALLAT!ON OF CONTAINMENT BARRIER
Containment of either the window glazing alone or both the glazing and window frame was evaluated through the
application of three different types of products as described below. During the pilot test, specific observations were
noted for each option and included: product specifications for surface preparation; application time (time per linear
foot); odors and cure times; adhesion of selected encapsulant to the glazing sealant and metal surfaces; ease of
application; overall effectiveness at encapsulating glazing sealant and frames as applicable; and final appearance.
Each option was evaluated on two primary considerations:
•

Results of verification wipe testing to assess the concentration of PCBs on the surface of the encapsulant
(remedial goal of s 1 ~g/wipe); and

•

Practicality of application and final aesthetics.

The three types of products included:
•

Caulking/Sealant: A bead of caulking/sealant was applied to the existing metal to glass joint over the
existing glazing sealant. The bead was of sufficient width to allow for full coverage of the existing sealant
and joint. The following products were tested -Dow 795 Silicone caulk; Phenoseal Vinyl caulk; DAP Acrylic
caulk, and DAP 3.0 Silicone caulk.

•

Molded Silicone Seal: A molded silicone adhesive barrier (Dow-1.2,3 Silicone Seal) was applied over the
existing glazing sealant and window frame. The application is conducted by first applying a bead of silicone
sealant along each edge to be covered and then the barrier is applied and rolled smooth.

•

ACtyfic Paint/Coating: An acrylic paint (SW OTM Acrylic paint) was applied to the glazing sealant and
window frames. Prior to application, window units and frames were taped as required to prevent the spread
of paint to window glass and outer vertical frames.

Following the cleaning process described above, the selected sealant was applied to either the glazing sealant or the
glazing sealant and window frames. On July 14, 2009, following a five day curing period. wipe samples were
collected from the surface of the sealants and any exposed portion of the windmv frames to evaluate the sealant's
effectiveness. Analytical laboratory reports are provided in Appendix B. A summary of the analytical results is
provided in the table below:

\,..'~:· .·.:
w

Table 3-2: Summary of Initial Wipe Sample Results- Pilot Test
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Total PC B
Concentrations
(IJg/wipe
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Product
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,__
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"""T~oo {caulk and frame)
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and material
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_,l__ _ _ _ _ ··-- --·-··· •
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·-----'------

I

surface~
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As indicated on the table above. analytical results indicate that the concentrations of PCBs ranged from 0.6 to 6.0
1-Jg/100 cm2, which indicated that PCBs were present on the surfaces at four of the five wipe locations at
concentrations > 1 1-Jg/wipe. However, as noted above, the wipe samples for the caulk products tested were
collected from both the surface of the sealant and the exposed portions of the window frames. There is a potential
that the detection of PCBs were associated with PCBs on the adjacent metal window frame and/or the sealant had
not cured effectively. For the silicone seaL analytical results indicated that PCBs were piesent at a concentration oi
1.6 1Jg/10Qcm2. However, given that migration of PCBs through the silicone stripping wcs not considered likely 1n th1s
short duration, the results of the analysis (only one sample} were considered to be inconclusive.
As described above, the evaluation of the different containment products focused on the effectiveness of the prcx:iuct
in containing PCBs, the implementability of the product. and aesthetics and impacts to surrounding spaces.
Observations made during the pilot test activities are presented on Table 3-3 and summarized in Table 3-4 below.
Table 3-4:

Results of the Pilot Test Activities- Encapsulation Product Evaluation
-·---···-~

l
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Effectiveness

lmplementability
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i
I

-·-

Inconclusive

DAP Acrylic Latex CaurK

Good
··-·-·--··..···-Good

Ii

Aesthetics

I

·-·-·
Fair
··---·-·--····· ...

I

Retained for l
i
Additional
Consideration

j

Yes

i

Yes

Good

!

Yes

Poor- shrinking

;
l

----Good

_._

---,

!

:
i

i

Poor

, PhenoSeal Vinvl
Caulk
•

!
J

1

Sherwin William Acrylic
Paint

Good

-····
Poor
I

Poor

I

I

Poor -streaking,
partial coverage
-~

~~~,~~--

~m

.R.

K~O

... - - . . ...... _ . ....

I

I

l

No

'

No

I

I

The initial evaluation was effective in eliminating two products tor additional consideration. The acrylic latex paint
was eliminated due to ineffectiveness in encapsulating the PCBs, signifiCant labor required to apply the paint. and
aesthetic considerations. The vinyl caulk was eliminated due to significant shrinkage observed following curing of the
product and other aesthetic considerations.
Based on the initial wipe samples of the sealant and silicone seal, additional testing of the effectiveness of two of the
retained products (Dow 1-2-3 silicone seal and Dow 795 silicone caulk) was conducted to determine if the reported
concentrations of PCBs from the initial wipe samples were due to residual PCB impacts from the uncovered metal
window frames, the migration of PCBs through the encapsulants after application, or any changes based on
additional cure time, and to increase the number of samples to more fully evaluate these products.
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Additional wipe samples were collected from these products on July 20, 2009. In addition, wipe testing of a second
silicone caulk product, DAP 3.0 Clear Silicone. was conducted to evaluate a second silicone product. A modified
wipe procedure was utilized due to the small width of the sample areas (approximately 1/4- inch on the sealant and
3/8- inch on the exposed window frames). At each location a hexane saturated gauze was folded and grasped using
forceps. The gauze was then wiped across the sealant and/or window frarne (separately), refolded, and wiped again
in the opposite direction. Tape was applied to isolate the sealant from the frame and the sealant and frame were
wiped with a soapy cloth and dried prior to sample collection (to remove any residual dust from the sample area).

~
.
'

A summary of the analytical results is provided in Table 3-5 below:
Table 3-5: Additional Wipe Test Sample Results

I

Total PCB
Sample Location

Product

Sample Area (cm7)

Concentrations
(1-19/wipe}

I
!

l

Left side of window

!

--·

i Dow 795 Silicone Caulk

<0.5
.

-··

I

~-~---·-------····~----

;
i

~--·······

1oo

1

I

.

I

1.0

I

100

I

i Left side of window

<0.5

I
I

150

I

L_

150

I

=

~etal

J

100

----····-···· ·--·········-··-····:···-·· I

Base of window

J
M_,,_,.,._,,,_

t

...•.

0.7

Right skje of window

I

i

fiame a:Jjacenl to
Sili<:one cau•

r

R'tght side of window

<0.5

·<0.5

Base of window

--

DAP 3.0 Silicone Caulk

Side of window

150

<0.5

37.5

0.533

37.5

-- ---·--·--Metal frame a:ljacent to
D.A.P 3.0 Silicone Caulk

Side of window

·--

-"-····

Top of window

100

0.9

--M100

0.7

Dow 1-2-3 Sificone Seal
[ Right side of window

I

j

--···--··-··- -·-··-

····-····..·· --···

------··
Left side of window

I

0.3

I

100

J

I

I

__ _j

2.1
100
i
Base of window
_______
I
...
·Analytical results indicated similar to lower concentrations of PCBs were detected in the samples compared to the
initial resu~s and support the finding that etther the silicone caulk or silicone seal appear effective in containing PCBs
given that all samples with exception of one sample, were ~ 1 fJg/Wipe. The one sample was only slightly over
11-Jg/wipe (2.11-Jg/Wipe).

i
L

_,_

,_

l

Based on the three evaluation criteria. the silicone sealant was retained for continued monitoring while the Interim
Measure approval process was on-going. A photograph depicting the contained glazing sealant by the silicone
sealant is presented below.
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3.3 CONTINUED PILOT TEST MONITORING
To evaluate the continued effectiveness of the silicone sealant, additional samples were collected in February,
August, and September 2010. Wipe samples were collected following the wipe sample procedures described above.
A summary of analytical results is presented on Table 3-6 and in the following sections. Laboratory reports are
provided in Appendix B.

February 2010
Visual inspection indicated that the encapsulant was in good physical condition with no observed cracking, peeling,
or discoloration of the sealant and no observed separation from the glazing and window frames.
Wipe samples were collected from the left vertical and lower horizontal Dow 795 caulked joints to allow for direct
comparison to previous analytical results. This data represents 219 days from initial application. Analytical results
indicated that the concentration of PCBs had increased since sealant application with reported PCB concentrations of
2.6 and 6.5 IJQ/1 00cm2 as compared to concentrations of < 0.5 and 1.0 1Jg/100cm2 in samples collected six days
after installation of the sealant. Two wipe samples were also collected from the adjacent window frames. Both of
these samples were non-detect for PCBs (< 0.51Jg /1 00cm 2).
These results indicated that the cleaning process and new sealant encapsulation utilized in the pilot test is
maintaining its effectiveness at reducing PCB concentrations on accessible non-porous surfaces. Overall, these
results indicate that the caulk is effective in reducing the concentrations of PCBs readily available for direct contact
(e.g., low !Jgfwipe results compared to thousands of ppm in the underlying glazing sealant). Long-term monitoring
will be used to monitor this effectiveness over time.

August 2010
To evaluate whether or not the results from the February round of sampling were indicative of an increasing trend in
PCB concentrations in the sealant, additional wipe samples and a bulk sample were collected from the Dow 795
silicone sealant in August 2010 (413 days fo~lowing initial application). To aid in determining if the extractant used in
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the wipe tests were influencing the data results, wipe samples were collected using hexane, isopropyl alcohol {IPA),
and saline (to emulate typical direct contact by human skin).
A bulk sample was also collected by removing a portion of the Dow 795 sealant from the window and removing a thin
layer of this caulking formerly in direct contact with the glazing sealant using a utility razor knife in order to ensure
that only the silicone sealant was analyzed.
Visual inspection indicated that the encapsulant was in good physical condition with no observed cracking, peeling,
or discoloration of the new sealant and no observed separation from the glazing and window frames.
Results of this testing indicated that the concentration of PCBs in the hexane wipe sample increased from 0.7
IJQ/1 OOcmz six days after installation to 30 !Jg/100cm 2 413 days after installation. Results from the other wipe
samples using different extractants indicated that the concentration of PCBs were 12 !Jg/100cm 2 in the sample
collected with isopropyl alcohol and < 0.5 !Jg/100cm2 in the sample collected with saline. Results from the bulk
sample indicated that the concentration of PCBs was 604 ppm.
Three wipe samples of the adjacent metal window frames and one wipe sample from the window ledge were also
collected for laboratory analyses. All results were non-detect for PCBs {< 0.5 !Jg/10Qcm2).

I

j

:

I

This data indicates that PCBs have migrated into the new sealant following application and can be extracted out of
this porous material using a hexane or IPA extractant. No PCBs were detected in the wipe sample using saline as
the extractant, which suggests limited to no transfer of PCBs would be expected under a direct contact with human
skin scenario.
September 2010

Based on the August results, additional evaluation of the DAP 3.0 Silicone Caulk and the DAP Acrylic Latex Caulk
was conducted through wipe testing and bulk sample analysis. Wipe (using hexane) and bulk samples of each
sealant were collected on September 28, 201 0 following the procedures described above.
Analytical results from the wipe tests indicated that the concentration of PCBs in the DAP 3.0 silicone and the DAP
Acrylic Latex caulking had increased over time from concentrations of< 0.5 and 1.1 !Jg/1 00cm 2 immediately after the
full cure time to 1.7 and 2.1 !Jg/10Qcm2, respectively (446 days after installation). These results were lower than
observed at the Dow 795 caulk test area. Results from the bulk samples indicated that the concentrations of PCBs
were 159 ppm in the DAP 3.0 Silicone and 1,100 ppm in the DAP Acrylic Latex caulking.
These data are consistent with the Dow 795 data, which indicates that new caulking is effective at covering the
glazing sealant and reducing potential exposures (through direct contact or subsequent particulate migration);
however, PCB migration into the newly applied caulk barrier is occurring.

3.4 SECONDARY BARRIER PILOT TEST
Given the PCB migration results into the new sealant described above, pilot testing of a secondary barrier that would
be installed in between the new sealant and the glazing sealant was conducted. The working model for the PCB
migration is that the initial migration of PCBs to the new sealant may be occurring during the initial "wet" application
or while the material is curing and then a subsequent "wicking" effect over time. To prevent this direct contact point,
a secondary barrier test, such as a tape installed in between the products to "block" this migration, was conducted.
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Several products were evaluated based on the following criteria:

0

•

Ease of application;

•

Availability of appropriate standard width (the glazing sealant is approximately 1/8- inch wide); and

•

Bonding capabilities wrth glass, metal, and sifirone or latex sealant.

Following a product review, two products were selected; a 5-mil thick soft aluminum foil tape and a 3-mil thick utility
grade PVC tape.
For the pilot test, three windows were selected from the third floor of the LGRC low-rise library. The interior glazing
sealant on each of the three windows was encapsulated using both tapes and one of the three caulking/sealants;
Dow 795 black silicone, DAP 3.0 clear silicone, or DAP black acrylic latex. On each window. the foil tape was
applied to the bottom horizontal joint and the PVC tape was applied to the right vertical joint. Foliowing application, a
new bead of the designated sealant was applied as the final encapsu!ant over the joints. For comparisons purposes
to previous tests, a new bead of sealant was also applied to the left vertical joint directly to the glazing sealant (i.e ..
no secondary barrier).
Comparisons of the aluminum foil and PVC tapes indicated that both products were easy to apply and that each of

the three sealant materials appeared to bond sufficiently to them. Hm-vever, the PVC tape did not bond as well to the
glass and could be moved following application and curing of the sealant through direct application of pressure to the
sealant (as observed through the bead of clear silicone sealant).
Following a 9 day cure time, wipe samples were collected from the surface of the newly installed sealant on October
7, 2010. At each window, wipe samples (using hexane) were rollected from each of the vertical joints and the lower
horizontal joint following the sampling procedures described above. A summary of the analytical results is presented
on Table 3-7 and provided below:
•

Results from all samples rollected from sealant installed over the aluminum foil tape and over the PVC tape
were below the minimum laboratory reporting limrt of 0.5 J.Jg/100cm2 (three samples of each product}: and

o

Results from the three samples collected from sealant installed directly to the glazing sealant without a
secondary barrier indicated that PCB concentrations were 1.4 !Jg/100cm2 (Dow 795 Silicone). < 0.5
pgt100cm2 (DAP 3.0 Silicone), and 0.7 !Jg/100cm< (DAP Acrylic Latex).

To evaluale the continued effectiveness of the sewndary barrier, additional samples were collected in May 2011 and
January 2012. A summary of analytical results is presented on Table 3-7 and in the following sections. laboratory
reports are provided in Appendix 8.
May2011

n

w

0
'

Nine wipe samples were collected, one from each sealant and barrier configuration and submitted for PCB analysis.
Samples were collected following the procedures described above. Analytical results from the wipe samples
indicated that PCBs were non-detect (i.e., below the minimum laboratory reporting limit of 0.5 ~g/100cm 2) in the six
samples collected from sealant applied over the secondary barriers. Analytical results from the wipe samples
collected from sealant applied directly to the glazing sealarrts indicated that the concentrations of PCBs were 1.3
(DAP 3.0 Silirone). 1.8 (DAP Acrylic Latex), and 6.4 11911 0Qcm2 (DOW 795 Silicone).
These results were consistent with those collected nine days after installation of the secondary barriers indicating that
this combinaUon continues to be effective in encapsulating the PCBs (no PCBs present on the surface of the new
sealant over the secondary barrier tape).

u3RC
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Continued evaluation of the three sealants and secondary barriers was conducted through wipe testing on January 6,
2012. VV'ipe sam pies trom the nine configurations were collected following the wipe procedures described above.
Analytical resu~s from the wipe tests indicated that the concentration of PCBs in wipe samples collected from
materials without the secondary barrier increased overtime from 1.4 1Jgli00cm' (Dow 795), < 0.5 1Jg/100cm2 (DAP
3.0), and. 0.7 IJQ/10Qcm2 (DAP Latex) nine days after application to 3.5, 4.4, and 1.2 !Jg/100cm2, respectively 465
days after installation. Data also indicated that PCBs were reported at concentrations above the minimum reporting
limits in two of the three samples associated with both the aluminum and PVC tape secondary barriers: however. the
concentrations ref)Jrted were below those reported for areas without the secondary barriers installed.

~l

!

i.J

Condusions
The results of the monitoring completed to date indicate:
•

The application of a new sealant over the glazing sealant continues to reduce the level of PCBs available
for direct contact. The use of secondary barriers (PVC or aluminum tape) between the glazing sealant and
the new sealant further reduces the levels of PCBs: PCB concentrations were either non-detected or
detected at low levels in wipe samples collected from the surface of the sealant with the secondary barrier.

•

Higher concentrations of PCBs were detected in the samples collected from the sealant without the
secondary barrier than those with the secondary barrier.

•

'l!
t.J

Based on aesthetic considerations. durability, longevity, and implementation, as well as the performance
data collected to date, the silicone sealant {Dow 795 black or DAP 3.0) with the aluminum tape as the
secondary barrier is the preferred combination for encapsulation.

3.5 PILOT TEST CONCLUSIONS
Results of the pilot test activities indicated that:
•

Remedial goals for removal of dust and debris (as confirmed by visual inspection) from all accessib:e areas
and within the heating ducts can be achieved by vacuuming with HEPA controls. Remedial goals for the
recessed areas beneath each window (as confirmed by visual inspection) can be achieved by using a
combination of vacuuming and deaning and allowing cleaner to soak in the recessed area prior to
removaliwipi ng;

•

Remedial goals for the windows, window frames. and surrounding surfaces can be achieved (as confirmed
by visual inspection and verification wipe sampling of window ledges and window frames) using the
industriaUcommercial cleaner· Klean-Strip TSP Plus cleaner; and

•

Remedial goals to reduce direct contact and reduce exposure potential to the window glazing sealant until a
long-term solution can be implemented can be achieved through tr--,e use of an overlying barrier system (i.e ..
new sealant application with an aluminum tape secondary barrier over the existing window glazing sealant).

In order to evaluate the continued effectiveness of the secondary barrier. additional inspections and wipe sampling of
the pilot test locations will be performed over time. Specifically. as part of the National Institute of Health (NIH)
renovation project in Tower A, the interim measures will be conducted on the elevator lobby windows and wipe
samples will be cotlected and monitoring will be performed at these windows.
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4. INTERIM MEASURE IMPLEMENTATION
4.1 SELECTED INTERIM MEASURE
The Interim Measure will be implemented on all wlfldows with PCB-containing glazing sealant within the LGRC low
rise and Tower A buildings. The specific components and remedial goals of the interim measure to be implemented
are:
•
(,""1
l': I

w

General cleaning of the window units and swrounding surfaces via removal of dust and debris using a
vacuum equipped with HEPA filtration followed by cleaning of surfaces with a standard
industrial/commercial cleaner (Klean-Strip TSP Plus):
o

rliJ'·
l

o

Removal of dust and debris to the maximum extent practical to be confirmed through visual
observations; and
Surrounding accessible areas (window !edges) to achieve the high occupancy clean up ievel of
~

•

•

0

10 1Jgl100cm<.

Containment of the glazing sealant through the installation of barrier/encapsulating materials (aluminum foil
tape followed by a bead of silicone sealant) to reduce potential direct contact exposures:
o

Covering of existing glazing sealant to be confirm_ed through visual observations; and

o

Remedial goal is to achieve~ 1 !Jg/wipe on the exposed surface of newly applied sealant.

Implementation of a monitoring program to verify effectiveness of the mterim measure.

A description of each component is provided in the following sections.

4.2 WINDOW CLEANING
The general cleaning process will serve two functions:
•

To reduce the concentrations of PCBs on accessible surfaces to below the clean up level of ·1 0 1Jgi1 OOcm•;
and

•

To prepare the surface of the glazing sealant and windows for application of the conlainment barriers.

Cleaning activtties will focus on two primary aspects:
o

Removal of dust and debris using a vacuum equipped wiih a HEPA ventilation system: and

•

General cleaning of surfaces with a standard industrial/commercial cleaner.

A remediation contractor, who spec1aiizes in this type of decontamination work, will be retained to perform the
cleaning activities. All work will follow applicable Federal and State regulations including OSHA regulations.
respirdtory protection, personal protective equipment, etc. A project specific health and safety plan will be prepared
and followed for all work activities. All work areas will be cordoned-off and contained during active work activities.
Access to the work areas will be controlled through barriers, signage and controlled access points.

0

A general cleaning of each window, window frame, window ledge, and recessed area beneath each window will be
conducted by an initial vacuuming of all surfaces followed by the use of the selected cleaner (Kiean-Strip TSP Plus).
Any loose glazing sealant will be removed during this cleaning to prepare for the new sealant installation. Intact
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glazing sealant will remain in place. Heating ducts and flooring immediately beneath each window will be cleaned by
vacuuming accessible areas. Due to the presence of asbestos in the glazing sealants, standards of practice for
asbestos abatement will be incorporated tnto the cleaning and surface preparation steps including the use of
polyethylene cover on surrounding areas and wet removal techniques.
Contaminated rags. cleaning material, and vacuum debris will be placed in appropriately marked drums or containers
for disposal as ~ 50 ppm PCB wastes to a landfill permitted to accept !he wastes. Prior to off-site disposal, all waste
materials will be marked and stored consistent with 40 CFR 761.40 and 40 CFR 761.65. Given that the glazing
sealant also contains asbestos, this material will also be managed and disposed of as asbestos-containing material.
Following cleaning, a checklist sheet will be posted indicating that the subject area has been cleaned. The Engineer
or designee will then conduct the visual inspection and sign-off that the area is clear for the new caulk installation.

:·l

J

4.3 CONTAINMENT OF PCB CONTAINING WINDOW GLAZING SEALANT
:"'!

The interior glazing sealant is to be contained/encapsulated through the application of a 5-mil thick soft aluminum foil
tape followed by a bead of silicone sealant along the glass to window frame joint covering the existing glazing
sealant. Following the cleaning process, a final dry wipe of the joints will be conducted to remove any residual
cleaners from the surface. A contractor, who specializes in this type of work, will apply a layer of aluminum foil tape
to the existing metal to glass joint over the existing glazing sealant. Following application of the tape, a bead of
silicone sealant will be applied to the joint. The bead will be of sufficient width to fully cover the aluminum tape and
joint.

j

w

(l

'

Following new sealant instalfation. the posted checklist sheet will be updated indicating that the new sealant and tape
has been installed in the subject area. The Engineer will then conduct the visual inspection and verification or
baseline sampling (see below).

4.4 VERIFICATION AND BASELINE SAMPLING
Verification of the cleaning process will be conducted through visual confirmation of dust and debris removal from
accessible areas within the heating ducts and recessed areas beneath the windows and through the collection of
wipe samples from window ledges. Verification of the containment process will be conducted through visual
inspection to confirm that the glazing sealant has been covered with the tape and that the tape has been covered
with the new sealant. In addition. following curing, baseline wipe samples of the newly appiied sealant and metal
window frame wil! be collected to evaluate its effectiveness and establish a baseline for long-term monitoring. The
verification samples from the window ledges will also be used to establish the baseline data set for implementation of
the analytical testing portions of the long-term rnainlenance and monitoring plan.
Based on the previous window ledge and pilot test data, wipe sample locations will be selected at an approximate
frequency of 5%, which is specifically described for each of the major portions of the LGRC below.
Library Windows:
Within the low rise library, windows are present in common areas of all three floors on the south side of the building,
but only on the third floor on the north side of the building (north side windows on the second floor have been
included in the wal~ay windows). Based on a maximum of 70 windows per floor (total number of windows on the
third floor) and the 5% frequency, four wipe sample locations will be selected from each of the three floors. All 12
wipe sample locations will be selected from common areas within the library with the speclfic window and location
randomly selected as described below.
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Low-Rise North Wing Windows:
Within the north wing of the LGRC. the majority of windows are located on the east and west building elevations.
Limited numbers of windows are located within stairwells and at interior locations on the first and second floors.
Based on the total number of windows per ftoor and the SOlo sample frequency, the following number of wipe sample
locations are scheduled to be selected:

~

i

..

First Floor (103 individual windows)- 6 sample locations;

•

Second Floor (128 individual windows)- 7 sample iocaiions: and

•

Third Floor (145 individual windows) -8 sample locations_

The specific window and location will be randomly selected as described below_

~
l

-

High-Rise Windows:
Within the Tower, there is a total of 14 floors with windows located in laboratory settings (14 windows per floor), and
in the elevator lobby areas (two sets of windows per lobby). Based on the number of windows per floor {16 windows)
and the 5% sample frequency, one wipe sample location will be selected from each floor_
Based on the transitory nature of the elevator lobby areas in comparison to the laboratories, the majority of the
sample locations will be selected from the laboratory windows. The specific window and location will be randomly
selected as described below. Of the 14 sample locations, ten will be selected from :aboratory windows and four will
be selected from elevator lobby area windows.
Walkway Windows:

&D

ii

Two walkways are present within the subject a:-ea. one connecting the LGRC Low Rise building to the LGRC rligh
Rise Tower and one connecting the LGRC High Rise TO\'ier to the Goessmann Building to the south_ There are a
total of 82 windows on the walkways, 58 on the walkway between the low rise and high rise buildings and 24 on the
walkway between the high rise and Goessmann building. Based on the number of windows and the 5% sample
frequency, four wipe sampie locations will be selected from the walkways.
Based on the transitory nature of the stairwells within the buildings. wipe samples are not planned to be collected
from stairwell windows at this time; however. if results from the proposed wipe testing of other windows indicate that
PCBs are present at concentrations above the action levels, the inclusion of the stairwell windows will be reevaluated.

~
l

-

At each of the 51 locations, two wipe samples will be collected for a total of 102 individual wipe samples. The two
samples at each location will consist of a sample of the adjacent window ledge (verify window cleaning of adjacent
surfaces task) and a sample of the newly applied sealant/adjacent window frame (base!ine data to evaluate
encapsulant effectiveness}.
The locations of the wipe samples will be randomly selected as follows:

~
~

(1

tJ

•

Each window unit will be assigned a number based on the total number of units in the space;

..

The window unit will then be selected using a random number generator; and

•

The location of the wipe sample will be randomly selected based on the total width of the window frame or
window ledge beneath the selected window unit.
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Further details regarding the sampling are provided below.
o

Wipe samples will be collected in accordance with the standard wipe test method as described in 40 CFR
761.123. At each sample location, a 2-inch square gauze pad. saturated with hexane, will be wiped across
a 100 square centimeter template area. Due to !he narrow width of some of the surtaces, wipe samples will
be collected using a modified sampling procedure to ensure a 100 square centimeter area is sampled. The
wipe will be folded and grasped using forceps and wiped across the surface, refolded. and wiped again in
the opposite direction;

•

All samples will be transported to the laboratory under standard Chain of Custody procedures, extracted
using USEPA Method 3540C (Soxhlet extraction), and analyzed for PCBs using US EPA Method 8082;

•

In addition to the primary samples indicated above, duplicate samples and field equipment blanks will be
collected at a frequency of one per 20 primary samples and submitted to the laboratory as pi211 of the
QAIQC procedures associated with the sample collection procedures;

•

Upon receipt of the analytical results and data validation, the verification sample data of the window ledges
will be compared to the clean-up levels:
o

~~

o

~

fl!

10 J..lg/1 00 cm2- the clean-up will be considered romplete:

I

> 10 J..lg/100 cm2. additional cleaning of surfaces represented by the verification sample wi!l be

w

ronducted as described above and verification samples collected at the frequency indicated above
using offset sampling locations; a1d
o Given the use of the building for classroom. library, laboratory space, and office uses, a high
occupancy use clea'lup leveL as indicated above, will be applied for the window frame and
adjacent surtaces {non-porous surfaces). However. it is noted that the windows frames and ledges
would not routinely be contacted on a frequent basis given their location and accessibility
(especially in the Tower A laboratories where laboratory benches are frequently installed in front of
the windows). lt is noted that all post-cleaning wipe samples from the window ledges to date have
been either non-detect (with reporting limits < 1 ug/100cm 2 ) or detected at concentrations :s; 1
ug/10Qcm2.

•

The results of this initial wipe sampling of the newly applied sealant will be used to support the long term
monitoring and maintenance program (refer to the next section).
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4.5 REPORTING
A romptetion report will be submitted within 90 days of completing the Interim Measure activities. The completion
report will include a description of the completed activities, verification analytical results (with laboratory reports). and
copies of waste manifests and disposal documentation.

4.6 DEED NOTICE

~

'

A deed notice will be prepared, complying with the requirements of 40 CFR 761.61(a)(8), to communicate the
location and encapsulation of the PCB-rontaining interior window glazing sealant. A certificate of recordation will be
submitted to EPA within 60 days of completion of the Interim Measure.
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5. LONG TERM MAINTENANCE AND MONITORING

j

\

This long term monitoring and maintenance implementation plan (l TMMIP) presents the monitoring and maintenance
activities that will be conducted to assess the long-term effectiveness of the encapsulant applied to interior w,ndow
glazing sealant as an interim measure within the LGRC Tower A and low rise buildings.

5.1 BASELINE SAMPLE SUMMARY
As indicated in the previous sections. baseline samples have been or will be collected to compare to the long term
monitoring data to be collected following impiementation of the Interim tv1easure. This data includes:
•

Accessible non-porous surfaces- 51 wipe samples from adjacent window ledges following cleaning:

•

Encapsulated surfaces- 51 wipe samples from the encap-sulated glazing sealant following aluminum foil
tape covered by new silicone sealant application; and

•

Indoor air -11 indoor air samples collected in tvtay 2009 from representative locations throughout the LGRC
Tower A and low rise building.

5.2 INSPECTION AND MONITORING ACTIVITIES

~

ii

Initially, the long term monitoring activities at the LGRC complex will be conduc!ed on an annual basis. These
activities will be completed by June 30'J' of each year. Representative surface wipe samples of encapsulated and
non-porous surfaces and indoor air samples will be collected for laboratory analyses. In addition to sampling, a
visual inspection of the encapsulated surfaces will be conducted at this time. As described further below, pending
the results of these activities, the frequency of inspection or monitoring may be modified over time. This modification
request will be made in the report prepared documenting the results of the monitoring and maintenance activities.

5.2.1

Visual Inspections

Visual inspections of the encapsulated surtaces will be conducted at the LGRC Tower A high rise and low rise
buUdings. The inspections wifl consist of an assessment of the following:

~l
I

•

Physical condition of the new caulk (cracking, peeling. discoloration. etc.);

•

Signs of separation between the silicone sealant and the glazing sealant. window frame, or glass:

•

Signs of disturbance of the new sealant; and

•

A general inspection of the surrounding areas.

The specific windows to be visually inspected will include the window unit randomly selected for sampling (see below
method) plus the window units on both sides of the selected window (total of three windows per sample location).
Upon completion of the visual inspections, corrective actions will be implemented, if needed, as described below. Ali
inspections will be recorded and included in the report to the EPA. This report will include a recommendation for
continuing or refining the inspection frequency based on the results.

5.2.2

Accessible Non-Porous Surfaces

Fourteen (14) surface wipe samples will be collected from representative locations on the accessible non-porous
surfaces cleaned as part of the interim measures (window ledges). In general, samples will be col!ected in

wn

~

~
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accordance with the verification and baseline sampling program described above. The specific location of each
sample will be randomly selected as follows:
o

Library Windows: One wipe sam pie will be collected from each floor of the library (total of 3 wipesj;

•

Low-Rise North Wing Windows: One wipe sample wll! be conected from each floor (total of 3 wipes);

o

High-Rise Windows: One wipe sample will be collected from every other floor {total of 7 wipes); and

o

Walk Way Windows: One wipe sample will be collected from the walkways (total of 1 wipe).

j

....;

Specific windows for the wipe samples will be selected from random locations following the procedures described in
Section 4.4. Further details reg aiding the sampling are provided below.
o

Wifla samples will be coliected in accordance with the standard wipe test method as described in 40 CFR
761.123. At each sampie location, a 2-inch square gauze pad, saturated with hexane, wili be wiped across
a 100 square centimeter template area. Due to the narrow width of some of the surfaces, wipe samples will
be collected using a modified sampling procedure to ensure a 100 square centimeter area is sampled. The
wipe will be folda:J and grasped using forceps and wiped across the surface, refolded, and wiped again in
the opposite direction;

• . All samples will be transported to the laboratory under standard Chain of Custody procedures, extracted
using USEPA Method 3540C (Soxhret extraction), and analyzed for PCBs L..'Sing USEPA Method 8082; and
•

In addition to the primary samples indicated above, duplicate samples and field equipment blanks wili be
collected at a frequency of one per 20 primary samples and submitted to the laboratory as part of the
QNQC procedures associated with the sarnple collection procedures.

Upon receipt of the analytical results and data validation, the sample data will be compared to the a:::tion levels as
described below and documented in the report subrniiled to EPA. This report will include a recommendation for
continuing or refining the sa.rnple frequency based on the results.

5.2.3

Encapsulated Surfaces

Fourteen (14) surface wipe samples wil! be collected from the sa'Tie window units as described above for the
accessible non-porous surfaces. Samples wiil be collected from the newly applied seaiant'window frame consistent
with the baseline sampling program and methods described in Section 4.4 and above.

'

I

I

~

Upon receipt of the analytical results and data validation, the sample data will be compa1ed to the action levels as
described below and documented in the report submitted to EPA. This report will include a recommendation for
continuing or refining the sample frequency based on the results.
I

5.2.4

Indoor Air

i61li

On May 26, 2009, eleven indoor air samples were collected from representative locations throughout the LGRC
Tower A high rise and low rise buildings. In summary, anafytical results indicated that the concentrations of PCBs
reported in the samples ranged from 33 to 160 nglm3. These results were !ower than the results from the July 2008
post-abatement air sampling results, which ranged from 101 to 269 ng/m 3• The results were also below EPA's
September 2009 pubiic healil11evels of PCBs in school indoor air tor ages 19 plus and adults (set at 450 ng/m 3). The
results from the May 26, 2009 will be used as the baseline data for indoor air results.
Eleven indoor air samples and one ambient outdoor sample will be collected from representative locations throughout
the LG~C Tower A and low rise buildings. In general, indoor air samples will be distributed in a manner consistent
U~ss LGRC {210918)
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with the 2009 baseline sampling event. Indoor air samples will be collected from Tower A high rise {five samples),
the north wing of the low rise {one sample per floor), and the library {one sample per floor). Specific locations within
each area will be based on the locations of previous air samples collected in 2009 and distribution throughout the
LGRC complex to obtain representative data from rooms of varying uses (classrooms, office space, etc.). Prior to
sample collection, and within 60 days of the effective date of the CAFO, a work plan for the initial air monitoring will
be submitted to EPA for approval.
Air samples will be collected in accordance with USEPA Compendium Method T0-1 OA "Determination of Pesticides
and Polychlorinated Biphenyls In Ambient Air Using Low Volume Polyurethane Foam (PUF) Sampling Followed by
Gas Chromatographic/Multi-Detector Detection (GCIMD)" and submitted for laboratory analysis of PCBs homologs.
At each of the sample locations a low volume PUF cartridge will be connected to a personal air· pump (SKC
AIRCHEK Sampler or equivalent) with flexible tubing. The cartridge will be positioned at the appropriate height using
a telescoping tubing stand or placed on a desk or table.
To achieve the desired minimum laboratory reporting limit of 50 nanograms/m3, samples will be collected at a rate of
2.5 Umin for a minimum of four hours. The flow rates will be set by the equipment rental supply company prior to
delivery and verified and adjusted as needed in the field using a BIOS digital flow rate calibrator or equivalent.
Atmospheric information (ambient temperatures and ·barometric pressures) will be obtained from a portable
commercially available weather monitoring station (indoor conditions) and from on-line sources from the nearest
monitoring station (outdoor conditions). Pumps and flow rates will be monitored periodically throughout the sample
collection period and observations will be recorded. One duplicate sample will be collected as part of the overall
project QA/QC measures. The duplicate sample will be collected in an identical manner to the piimary samples. At
the end of the required sample interval, the pump will be shut off and the cartridge will be placed in aluminum foil,
labeled, and placed on ice for delivery to the analytical laboratory.
Upon receipt of the analytical results and data validation, the sample data will be compared to the action levels as
described below and documented in the report submitted to EPA. This report will include a recommendation for
continuing or refining the sample frequency based on the results.

5.3 ACTION LEVELS AND CORRECTIVE MEASURES .
A combination of visual inspections and laboratory sample results will be used to verify the continued effectiveness of
the interim measure. Upon receipt of the laboratory results after each monitoring round, the data will be compared to
the following action levels to determine whether additional monitoring or corrective measures are needed.
•

•

For accessible non-porous surfaces cleaned as part of the interim measures:
o

If~ 10 ~g/100 cm 2 - no additional action, long term maintenance and monitoring to continue in
accordance with this plan.

o

If > 10 ~g11 00 cm 2 - additional cleaning of surfaces represented by the verification sample will be
conducted as described in the Interim Measures Plan and verification samples collected at the
frequency indicated above using offset sampling locations.

For encapsulated surfaces:
o
o

If s 1 ~g/100 cm 2 - no additional action, long term maintenance and monitoring to continue in
accordance with this plan.
In areas where encapsulation deterioration is observed or PCBs are reported at concentrations
> 10 ~g/100 cm 2 additional encapsulant (e.g., new bead of caulk or other liquid encapsulant) will

be applied and follow-up wipe samples will be collected. If analytical results indicate that PCBs are
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still present at concentrations > 10 !Jg/100 cm2 after the prescribed re-application, UMass will
evaluate alternative solutions in conjunction with EPA.
o

If> 1 and ~ 10 !Jg/100 cm2- continued monitoring will occur to establish patterns or trends in
concentration. If increasing concentrations are determined, then additional coatings may be
applied and/or alternative solutions will be discussed with EPA.
NOTE: These levels are considered appropriate for this project given the small area and isolated
location of the window sealant in comparison to potential direct contact exposures and to maintain
consistency with the levels being used for the adjacent non-porous surtaces.

•

For indoor air results:
o

If < 450 ngfm3 - no additional action, long term maintenance and monitoring to continue in
accordance with this plan;

o

If > 450 ngfm3 - results and alternative solutions will be evaluated by UMass in conjunction with
EPA; and
NOTE: This action limit is based on EPA's September 2009 public health levels of PCBs in school
indoor air for ages 19 plus and adults. As described on Section 2.1, potential receptors to interior
window glazing sealant include adult workers within the building~ (UMass staff) and college-age
students, including graduate. students. No children would be present in the inside of the buildings,
except during short duration visits with UMass staff. There are no child care facilities within the
buildings.

All analytical results and corrective measures will be reported to EPA (see Section 5.6). This report will include a
recommendation for continuing or refining the sample frequency based on the results. In addition, if the results for
the sampling and analyses indicate any exceedances of project-specific action levels, EPA will be notified within 30
days of receipt of the analytical data. This notification will also include proposed corrective measures, if required, in
any of the exceedance areas. Upon EPA approval of these proposed measures, they will be initiated within 30 days
of Approval or some other specified and agreed upon interval depending on the required measures and procurement
procedures that must be followed.
It should be noted that there is currently a lack of substantial long-term or short-term monitoring data for products
being used as encapsulants over PCB containing building materials from this or any comparable PCB remediation
site. Additional research into this issue is currently being conducted by the EPA. These results/data will be
incorporated into any decision regarding additional interim/corrective measures at this Site.

5.4 ROUTINE MAINTENANCE ACTIVITIES
Based on a review of the products' technical specifications and applied locations (interior metal to glass window
joints), it is not anticipated that the sealant will require any additional or routine maintenance activities other than
potential corrective measures that may be deeme<_l necessary as a result of visual inspections.

5.5 TRAINING REQUIREMENTS
Based on discussions with UMass Facilities Departmen~ it is not anticipated that any workers would come in routine
contact with the encapsulated surfaces beyond routine cleaning and planned maintenance activities. It is not
anticipated that workers performing routine cleaning would require any special training or need to take extra
precautions due to the presence of the new encapsulant; however, UMass will conduct general awareness training
for cleaning personnel to ensure they are aware of the importance of maintaining the sealant/encapsulant. The
University will incorporate this training into its routine and scheduled training for asbestos-containing materials
UMass LGRC (21 0918)
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consistent with the asbestos regulations. This one-time training is conducted once per month. The University will
prepare an annual awareness update on the window conditions and make this available to personnel via e-mail or
postings.
For any non-routine projects or maintenance activities that involve work on the windows, relevant and appropriate
worker training requirements and procedures specific to the task will be developed and implemented. Current UMass
procedures dictate that all work that impacts building materials, including window glazing sealants, must undergo an
"all hazard review". This review would indicate that the LGRC window glazing sealant has been flagged as a PCB
and asbestos-containing material. As such, any work that will disturb the window glazing sealant will be conducted
by appropriately trained workers following the necessary work procedures for containments (polyethylene sheeting,
etc.) and disposal. Any Window glazing removed will be disposed as 2: 50 ppm PCB wastes. These activities will be
reported to EPA in the referenced report.

5.6 COMMUNICATIONS AND REPORTING
The results of the long-term monitoring and maintenance activities will be documented in a report and submitted to
the EPA. Initially, this report will be submitted within 90 days following the monitoring activities (anticipated to be by
September 30th of each year), and document the following:
•

Results from the visual inspections;

•

Results from the sampling and analyses;

•

Comparisons to action levels and recommendations for corrective measures;

•

Any corrective measures implemented;

•

Any non-routine major projects conducted at the buildings that encountered the encapsulants and the
training and protective measu.res that were implemented;

•

Any proposed modifications to the monitoring and maintenance program (e.g., based on the sampling
results, the frequency of the program may be modified);

•

A statement on the continued effectiveness of the encapsulant;

•

Confirmation that the annual awareness update on the window conditions was made available to personnel
via e-mail or postings; and

•

An update and status on plans to perform window replacement activities (e.g., source removal} (refer to
Section 6 of this document for additional discussion).

A summary of this information will also be made available for review by the LGRC occupants, users, or other project
stakeholders. This communication will be completed via information meetings and posting of data to the UMass EHS
web site following the same schedule as indicated above for the report submittal to EPA.

5.7 MODIFICATIONS TO THE LTMMIP
It is possible that results of long term monitoring may warrant or require modifications to this plan. In the event that a
modification to the LTMMIP is necessary, such an amendment will be proposed to EPA for approval as part of the
scheduled report. UMass will work in conjunction with EPA to develop and implement any such modifications.
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6. SCHEDULE

!
I

As indicated previously, there are over 900 windows associated with the buildings and UMass does not have any
current capital plans or approved funding for window replacement in these buildings at this magnit:.:de as a standalone project. Current cost estimates for window removal/replacement are in the $3.000,000 range. Recent indoor
air and interior surfaces daia indicate minimal PCB exposure potential to building occupants. Given this information,
it has been proposed to imp!ernent an interim measure to further reduce exposure potential to the PCB containing
glazing sealant until a long-term solution can be implemented.

6.1 INTERIM MEASURE TIMING
The Interim Measure, as ouWned in this plan, is anticipated to be implemented upon EPA Approval of the plan and
the signing of the Consent Agreement by all parties for this wori<. Given the State mandated procurement process.
access, and scheduling requirements {including design, bidding. and award phases). it is anticipated t~at these
upfront tasks (prior to IM field work initiation) could take up to 12 months.
Based on the ievel of disruption anticipated to occur during the implementation of tt~-e Interim Measure, UMass will
work with the selected Remediation Contractor to conduct these activities using multiple crews over multiple working
shifts with the goal of completing the activities during times when school is not in full sessions, if apolicable Priority
will afso be applied, if feasible, to IM implementation at windows with higher potential for access (e.g .. low rise library
windows vs. narrow inaccessible windows in laboratories). Given the above process it is anticipated that the IM
activities will be completed within 24 months of the effective date of the CAFO.
·

6.2 WINDOW REMOVAL AND REPlACEMENT TIMING

f1

~

i[1

iJ

The University is cornrnitted to implementing the Interim Measures to stabilize site conditions and ensure there are no
significant ris~.s to building occupants and users. UMass is also committed to appropriately removing the PCB
containing window glazing sealant:;:: 50 ppm; however, the timing of this removal must be managed in the context ot
the overall financial resources available to the University for deferred maintenance and other required Code
improvements to keep campus buildings open. safe, and usable to maintain the overaH academic and research
mission of the University.
Through discussions, EPA and the University have agreed to a 15 year time frame for the replacement of the LGRC
windows, and have also agreed to engage in discussions during years 5 and 10 to allow the University to discuss the
reasonableness of the 15-year deadline, which might be affected by the success or failure of the interim measures,
the University's finances. and the status of new regulations or science regarding PCB's in caulk and glazing sealant.
Consequently, the University may propose an extension of up to five years to the 15-year schedule for specific
renovation projects that require procuring new space (including constructing new buildings} for functions that are
currently in LGRC but that may not be aliowed to continue following renovation due to revised building codes.
As previously discussed. renovations on Floors 3, 7, and 8 of Tower A were initiated in the Fall of 2011. UMass has
used this project io remove and replace approximately 40 windows within the work areas. Consistent with the
December 8. 2011 Notice of PCB Remediation Activity, the laooratory windows on Floors 3, 7, and 8 were removed
for off-site disposal as PCB Bulk Product Waste in February 2012.

I
I

Over time. a similar approach will be foHcwed to effectively manage and dispose of the windows in the LGRC
buildings. Before removing any windows that contain PCB-rontaminated window glazing sealant, window frames. or
other PCB-contaminated materials, notice will be provided to EP.A. 30 days prior to any such removals. If over time.
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an alternate remedial approach is developed based on project-specific conditions. a work p!an wiil be prepared for
Approval prior to removing any windows or window components that will descnbe the reVIsed removal and or
disposal plans. Updates to the status of projects and University plans for window replacements wi:h the LGRC
complex will be included in the scheduled report submitled to EPA documenting the results of the long term
monitoring and maintenance activities.
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Table 2-1
Initial Screening of Removal Alternatives
Proposed Interim Measures
LGRC Low Rise and High Rise Tower A - UMass Amherst

Alternative

Effectiveness

lmpiementabllity

-Relalively effective at removing lhe source
material; however, not as efficient as removing
the entire window unit.
-Additional decon of metal window frames may
be needed following verification.
-Full removal of glazing sealant from window
may not be achieved without window glass
damage.

-Removal of impacled material relatively
slraighl·forward; however complete removal
may not be possible.
-Supplemental decontamination work on the
window unit may be needed depending on
verification.
-Access to the exterior of the window unit
would be required (based on initial Contractor
discussions).
-Trained Contractors readily available.

-Most effective option at removing the source
material since the entire window unit is
removed and replaced with a new unit.
Therefore lhe alternative would be effective at
eliminating exposure risk.

-The process of removing each window is
straight-forward; however access to the
exterior of the window unit would be required
(based on inilial Contractor discussions).
-Trained Contractors readily available

Estimated Costs

1

Source removal of the glazing sealant by
physical means and decontamination
Assumptions:
-Prep work area (poly, etc.)
-Disassemble window unit
-Remove window glass from unit
-Remove glazing from glass and unit by
physical means
-Decontaminate glass, window frame and
adJacent ledges
-Install temporary plywood
-Verification
-Dispose of PCB containing materials off-site
-Meet closure criteria

Total Estimated Costs:

$3,280,000

-Re-install window (existing or new glass)
Source removal of the glazing sealant by
removal and replacement of entire window
unit
lassumpJ.i9.J:!§;
-Prep work area (poly, etc.)
-Remove entire window unit
-Dispose of entire window unit as PCBcontaining material
-Decontaminate adjacent ledges

Total Estimated Costs:

$3 040,000

-Replace with new window unit
1

Estimated costs exclude architectural design costs and UMass facility/personnel costs.

UMass LGRC (210918.01)
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Table 3-3
Evaluation of Containment Products -Pilot Test Activities
Proposed Interim Measures
LGRC Low Rise and High Rise Tower A • UMass Amherst

J>rod uct

•

DOW 795 Silicone Caulk

Bead of black caulking applied

•

to glazing sealant

•
•
•

Phenoscal Vinyl Adhesive Caulk
Bead of white (clear) caulking
applied to glazing sealant

•

I
*Use of vinyl caulk selected on day of
pilot test to compare to silicone caulk
_option.

-

DAP ALEX Plus 1\crylic/Silicone Caulk
Bead of black caulking applied
to glazing sealm1t

•

DAP 3.0 Silicone Caulk
Applied after initial tests bnscd
on discussion with product
vendor

Achieved visual coverage of glnzing
sealant
No change in appearance or
plasticity in caulk after wipe sample
collected, some transfer of caulk to
wipe
Verification Wipe Result of
Caulk/Window Frame: 6.0 uglwipe
Verification Wipe Result of
Caulking: <0.5, 0.7, 1.0 uglwipc
Achieved visual coverage of glazing
sealant
After 5 days caulk shrunk to result
in very thin coverage in some areas
with one portion of glazing sealant
protruding out
Verification Wipe Result of
Caulk/Window Frame: 0.6 uglwipe

•

•

•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
Ii •

UMass LGRC (210918.01)

•

Simple to apply
Areas of protruding glazing sealant
result in larger bead of caulking
required
Comer locations require additional
care to fully cover glazing senlnnt
Full cure time variable
Increased likelihood of shrinkage,
cracking

•

•

•

result in larger bead of caulking
required
Corner locations require additionnl
care to fully cover glazing sealant
Full cure time variable

•

Simple to apply
Areas of protruding glazing sealant
result in larger bead of caulking
required
Corner locations require additional
care to fully cover glazing sealant
Full cure time variable

•
•
•

--

Tobie 3-3 Pilot Test Evaluation

Simple to apply
Areas of protruding glazing sealant
result in larger head of caulking
required
Corner locations require additional
care to fully cover glazing sealant
Full cure 4-5 days

Atler 5 dnys caulk has full covcmgc \
of glazing seolmlt
'
!•
Veritlcation Wipe Result of
Caulk/Window Frame: 1.1 uglwipe i
i •
i
Achieved visual coverage of glazing
senlant
Aller 5 days caulk has full coverage
of glazing sealant
Verification Wipe Result of
Caulking: <0.5 uglwipe

1 ol2

Aesthetics/Impacts to
Surroundings

Implcmcntahility

I
1--·--···---·
•. --~.\~hT~~~;i"-~isual coverage of gla1Jng ! • Simple to apply
sealant
I • Areas of protruding glazing sealant
•

*Use of acrylic cnulk selected on day of
pi lot test to compare to silicone caulk
option.
------

I
I

Effectiveness

•

•

Slight odor in immediate vicinity.
odor may i ncrcase in smaller areas
with limited ventilation
Final appearance similar typical
window construction

to

Final appearance of vinyl caulk is
poor with visible air bubbles and
thin coverage
Clear coloration reduces the
aesthetic qualities of caulk

•

Final appearance similnr to typicalwindow construction

•

Final appearance simi lor to typical
window construction

Woodard & Curran
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Table 3-3
Evaluation of Containment Products - Pilot Test Activities
Proposed Interim Measures
LGRC low Rise and High Rise Tower A- UMass Amherst
I

Product
SW DTM Acrylic Paint
Acrylic Paint applied to glazing
sealant and window frame

•
•

•
•

•
DOW 1-2-3 Silicone Seal
Seal applied to glazing sealant
and window frame

•
•

•

•
~--------

------

•

<~chicved

Aller 5 days fewer streaks observed
than day of application
No change in appearance after wipe
sample collected, no transfer of
paint to wipe
Verification Wipe Result: 4.3
uglwipe
Small gaps at window edge, can be
reduced by allowing caulk to
protrude from beneath seal strip.
Achieved visual coverage of glazing
sealant and majority of frames (docs
not cover outer edge of frame)
After 5 days seal has pulled away
from corners on continuous run
portion and some gaps observed
along glass·- will need to have
caulk protrude from underneath seal
to eliminate
Verification Wipe Results: 1.6, 0.9,
0.7. 0.3, and 2.1 ug/wipe
---

---------·

UMass LGRC (210918.01)
Table 3-3 Pilot Test Evaluation

L;J

•

Multiple coats required to achieve
visual coverage of glazing sealant
and frames
After 1 coat I00% coverage not

~----

Aesthetics/1m pacts to
Surroundings

Implemcntability

Effectiveness

Longest application time. may
require multiple coats (more than I
day)
Gaps in gl<~zing sealant will require
filling prior to paint application

•

Additional trimming of protruding
glazing sealant required to achieve
smooth finish
Labor costs increased iftrinuning
required
Highest material costs

•

•

Slight paint odor in vicinity, may be
problematic in smaller work areas
with limited ventilation
Final appearance after one coat is
streaky

I
I

~-----

•
•
•

•

Silicone seal stands out on final
inspection (additional color
selection could alleviate)
l-Ias ragged appearance due to
cutting to width (pre-order required
width to alleviate)

I

----

--------

---·-------------------
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Tabla 3·6
long Term Product Evaluation and Pilot Toatlng
Proposed lntorlm Measuree
lGRC low Rlao and High Rise Tower A • UMaes Amherst

Wipe Samploa Over Time
6 days
'""'"

Sample 10

219 days

l

Total PCBs2
_jpg/100cm )

LGRC-PT-WP-016
(!eft side)

07

LGRC-PT ·WP-020
(bose)

10

6 days

----,---

,w... 1

t-----

l.

Sample 10

Date

~o.s

LGRC-PT-WP-018
(right side)

2116/2010

i

Sample 10

~Ocm2

Samplo 10

LGRC-PT-WP-024
1
(left side)

21113/2010

Date

2.6

LGRC-PT.WP·022.

8/31/20

6.5

(base)
219 days

I. (Tot1 1 0P0CB~) I
em.

I

I

Date

_

.

.

-

-Total PCSs

(!Jgl100cnl)

~-

·-~

I

Date

No Sample

I

Sample ID
No

Total PCBs
7
'pg/1 OOcm l

8/31/2010

8/31/2010

LOR C-PT -WP·031
(base)

Date
llt2at2o1o

I
.

I

441 days
Sample iO

12(1PA)

l
!

I

1

-L-.fi

LGRC·PT.WP-032 (lef\
side)
1
,

10

:1

30

~0.5

l..

(saline;j

Total

PCB~

____ ..1f!1J!.100cm)

LGRC-PT-WP-006

I

17

i

··--·--

219 days

I

Sample 10

LGRC·PT·WP·030
(right stde)

I

Sample 10
No Sample

No Sample

6 days

413 days

Tota: PCBs

No Sample

81

.!!9

I

Sam~1le

I

446 days
Total PCBs

(~g/100cmj__

Date

Sample 10

Total PCBs
IIJ 'OOcm 1L

912812010

LGRC-PT-WP-005

2.1

=~-iC-~.

-·~·

~-

Bulk Samples

613112010 1
I LGRC-PT·CBC·033
- - ___,

DOW 795 Silicone (4 1:l daya after lnstailattonL_
DAP 3 0 Silicone (441 days after installation)

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · -·-

loAP Acrylic latex Plus (446 days after lnstailabon)

I

LGRC-PT-CK-007

912812010 I

LGRC-PT-CK-006

9/2B/2010

I

G04~-J

~~-~~

I

1.100 pprn

Notes:
All wipe samples collected with hexane-soaked wipe~. oxcepl as noted, using moelltied wipe sample procedure (use of tweezers).

IPA: lsoprpyl alcohol

UMASS- LGRC (210918.01)
Table 3-!l Caulking Over Time
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Table J-7

Secondary Barrier Pilot Test Wipe Sampling Results
Interim Measures Activities
UMass-LGRC

Wipe Sample Results
Date Installed

9/28/2010

Caulking

Jomt

Tape

Date

Sample ID

Left Vertical

None

101712010

LGRC-PT -WP-009

Right Vertical

PVC

10/7/2010

Lower Horizontal

Aluminum

Left Vertical

Total PCBs

Date

Sample ID

1.4

5124/2011

LGRC-PT·WP-0016

LGRC-PT-WP-011

<0.5

5124/2011

1017/2010

LGRC-PT-WP-0 10

<0.5

None

1017/2010

LGRC-PT-WP-012

Right Vertical

PVC

1017/2010

lower Honzonlal

Aluminum

left Ver1ical

Elnpsed T1me (Days) 465

Total PCBs

Total PCBs

Date

Sample ID

ruo/1 oocm )

6.4

11612012

LGRC-PT-WP-031

3.5

LGRC-PT-WP-020

<0.5

1/6/2012

LGRC·PT-WP-033

<0.5

5/24f2011

LGRC-PT-WP-019

<0.5

11612012

LGRC-PT-WP-032

1.4

<0.5

5!24/2011

LGRC-PT-WP-021

1.3

11612012

LGRC-PT -WP-035

4.4

I.GRC-PT-WP-014

<0.5

5/24/2011

lGRC·PT-WP-023

<0.5

116/2012

LGRC·PT-WP-037

1.6

10/7/2010

LGRC-PT -WP-0 13

<0.5

5/24/2011

LGRC-PT -WP-022

<0 5

116/2012

LGRC-PT-WP-036

2.3

None

101712010

LGRC-PT-WP-015

0]

5/24/2011

LGRC-PT-WP-024

1.8

1/6/2012

LGRC-PT-WP-038

1.2

Right Vertical

PVC

10f712010

LGRC-PT -WP-017

<0.5

5/24/2011

LGRC-PT-WP-026

<0.5

11612012

LGRC-PT-WP-040

07

Lower Honzontal

Alummum

10/7/2010

LGRC-PT-WP-016

<0 5

5124/2011

LGRC-PT-WP-025

<0.5

1/612012

I.GRC-PT-WP-039

<:0.5

OOW795
Silicone

DAP 3 0 Slltcone

DAP Acrylic Latex

l

Elapsed T1me (Days) 238

Elapsed T•me (Days) 9

Elapsed T1me

I
I

2

luo/100cm l

2

(1Jg/100cm )

Notes:

All wipe samples collected with hexane-soaked wipes using modified wipe sample procedure (use of tweezers) over 31 inches of caulked ;o1nt based en a bead width of
1/2" excepllGRC-PT-WP-009 and lGRC-PT-WP-016 collected over 62 inches based on a bead width of 114".
NIA

=Not Applicable

UMass- lGRC (210918.01)
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TO:
FROM:
DATE:

RE:

Kimberly Tisa
Jeff Hamel
July 10, 2009
Status Update- Interior Window Glazing
UMass Amherst- Lederie Graduate Research Center

The following is a brief status update on the interior window glazing project at the Ledene Graduate Research
Center (LGRC) on the UMass Amherst campus. UMass became aware of PCBs in the window glazing from a
hazardous material assessment being performed as part of an upcoming electrical upgrade project to be
conducted within the buildings. This report was issued on March 25, 2009 and included only one sample of the
glazing for PCBs. Since that time a number of activities have been and continue to be conducted. as
summarized below.

INSPECTIONS/SAMPLING
April 6 and 16-17, 2009- site inspections were conducted by UMass and W&C personnel to visualiy inspect
interior windows/glazing in the low-rise and Tower A of the LGRC. A sampling plan was developed to collect
representatives samples of the glazing to confirm the initial results and an inventory of the windows completed.
April 20-21, 2009 - 12 samples of glazing and interior replacement caulking were collected and analyzed for
PCBs. Results of the glazing ranged from 4,040 to 14,000 ppm. A summary table of the results is provided in
Attachment 1.
May 5, 2009 - additional samples collected in support of the development of options to address this condition.
Six samples were collected and consisted of surface wipe samples from the glazing/window frame (pre and post
cleaning), surface wipe samples of !he adjacent window ledge (pre and post cleaning), and bulk samples of
accumulated particulate matter adjacent to the windows and exterior window glazing. A summary of the results
is provided in Attachment 2.

n'
l
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May 26, 2009- 11 indoor air samples were collected from the low-rise and Tower A following EPA Method T010A procedures. Concentrations were decreased from those detected in July 2008 and ranged from 0.033
ugfm3 to 0.16 ug/m 3. A summary of the results is provided in Attachment 3.
June 5, 2009- As a follow-up to the May 27, 2009 Informational Meeting (see below), four wipe samples were
collected for PCB analysis from window ledges in select rooms of the low rise building. A summary of the results
is provided in Attachment 4.

PUBLIC NOTIFICATIONS!OUTREACH

0
~

II

May 15, 2009 - UMass sent/posted a notice to all GRC occupants and other interested parties describing the
frndings known to date regarding this issue.
May 15, 2009- Summary memorandum prepared documenting the April and May 2009 sample results as well
as presenting all interior surface wipe and indoor air sample results collected within the building during the
exterior abatement project (including post-abatement sample resulis). Memo;andum posted to UMass EH&S
project web-site.
May 27, 2009 - Informational Meeting held on campus for all GRC occupants and interested parties. Findings
and next steps discussed.
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SUMMARY
The results of the data collected to date indicate the following:
•

Interior window glazing on the majority of the windovvs at the low-rise and Tower A contain PCBs in
excess of 50 ppm.

•

Overall, the glazing appears in good condition and is present at over 800 separate window units
throughout the buildings. There are some areas (e.g., bottom frame exposed to direct sunlight) that
exhibit signs of deterioration.

•

Potential transport and exposure pathways for the PCB containing glazing to potential receptors include
direct contact and/or generation of dust or particulate matter that may become airborne of rest on
interior surfaces.

•

Existing indoor data indicate minimal exposures to building occupants:

WOODARD

&CURRAN

o

All post Exterior Building Abatement Project indoor air samples (July 2008 and May 2009)
collected from Tower A and the low-rise building show a decrease in concentration with time
compared to the samples collected during the Exterior Building Abatement Project. For
general comparison purposes, these results are also below the site specific nsk-based criteria
derived as part of the exterior work (0.29 ug!m 3).

c

Interior surface wipe samples collected during the Exterior Building Abatement Project
exhibited higher concentrations of PCBs on the window ledges than on other interior surfaces
(tables, desks, etc.). The majority of the sample resuits were below EPA's high occupancy
criteria. Surface cleaning of the ledges has been shown to be effective in reducing PCB
concentrations. All 19 post Exterior Building Abatement Project samples and the June 2009
window ledge wipe samples were below EPA's high occupancy criteria.
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NEXT STEPS
•

0

•

Assess Interim Actions to potentialiy include cleaning of windows and ledges. HEPA vacuuming of
dust/particulate matter, interim sealing of glazing. and indoor air monitoring.
o

Developed list of potential ·sealers• to pilot test. including paints/coatings, new caulking, and
physical barriers.

o

Met with remediation contractors to develop work scope, schedule, and costs. Bid walks
conducted on June 4ih and 5th. Selected contractor to perfonm a pilot test of various
techniques.

o

A pilot test was perfonmed on July 9, 2009 to conduct tests on cleaning agents and "sealing'
products prior to potentially implementing on a full-scale. The goal is to detenmine the best
products and techniques based first on the results of verification sampling and then ease of
applicaiion and aesthetics.

o

Prepare and submit workp~an to EPA for conducting interim action.

Once above tasks completed, implement an interim action to contain glazing until long-tenm and
penmanent remedial action can be developed and implemented.

University of Massachusetts (210918.01)
Status Report- LGRC window glazing.doc
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Summary of Interior Window Glazing Sample Locations
LGRC low Rise And High Rlso Tower A
UMass Amherst

Analytical Rosulls

SnmploiD

Sample Locollon

Building

Notos

Soalant Observod

tmJ!IhnL
~

Fils I Ooor eastern most Window. Lower horizontal joint, 0-50"
lrom bollom loll cornor.

LGRC-GZ-002

82.2.)

Black taulklngmnlerlat. rJI5Simllar 10 glazing observed
elsewhere. High level of plosllclly, approxln,ale 1/4" bead.

Matertnl obsorvea on Wt'loows vAih different conslrucllon.
Metal framing along edges of panes different than !hal or the
majority of Windows

Flrstlloor second wb1dow from east. Lower left side vorllcal joint,
0-15" from bollom.

LGRC-Gl-003

7.520

Black glazing mnterlal. hard, vnrying condtlion.
Approximately 114• bead

Gree-1~

Second floor library study area. Eoslnrn most window. lower
horizontal joint (0-16") and lower right vertical Joint (0-5 ') ns
moosured from lowor right corner

LG~C-GZ-012

12.900

lllnck gta>.ing motorial, hord. varying condition
AtliJroxlmately t/4" bend.

Groen pn:nt obsorvod on \\Iindow frames.

Third Floor Conforonco Room 3051\. Lower ho•lzoJ'IOI joint,
Center Window. 2.0 fl from Do nom left corner.

LGRC-GZ-00 t

14.000

Black. glozing rnntnriot, hard, vArying condillon.
Approximately 114•uond.

Coller.lnd from same \'vindow os O(iginol gluzing snmplo to
conlitm sample rosulls.

First floor Room 141A, mlddla Window pane. right vertical joinl. 01n• from ll<JHom right corner.

LnRC-GZ-005

11,700

Black glozing material, hard, varying condillon.
Approximately 114" tJOad

No paint on framns.

9,060

Ulack gledng mnloriol, hard, varying condlllon
Approxlrnaloly 1/4" bend.

Iliac~ Wfmfowlrame
Wlderneolh.

LGRC-Gl-004

4,040

Otnc~ glo~lrl[J malorlol, hard. varyillg condillon.
Approximotaly 114" bend.

No pah1l on frames..

Third Window grouping on norlh side from easl ond of wntkwoy.
laflla Window pnno,lower !ell horizontal join I, 0-24" from bollom
loll cornllr and lower len vertical )olnl 0-10"1rom lower ron corr.or.

lGRC-GZ-007

120

Olack cau!klnq molorial, dissimilar to glozing obsef'leo
alsewhore. High levu! ol plasticlly. npproxlmalo> 1/4" bond .

Matefiol ohserveo on wtntfom \vtlh rHferenl cor-struc:!Ofl
Metat fmmino ntonu fl.dges o! panes <'ilf1e-rent than thai or tho
nmjorlly ol window.;

Fllfh floor window units south of elovaloro (ovor walkway).
Second Window lrom soul h. onlira lower horl1.onlal joint

LGRC .. QZ-000

12,400

jmar.k glazing rnalurlol. hnrd, varying condillon.
Approxlmnloly 114" IJUod.

MntiHial t1as irr:mAsed lllaslif..I\V undarnealh.

Third noor window •mils north ol olovolors. l~lghl "'"dow, 0-12"
along horizontal and verllcnl(ulnl lrom lower loll comer.

l GRC-GZ-0 11

6.480

Block gloling matennl. hard. vnrying eoncllllon
Af)proximaloly 1/4" bead.

Gln1.ing uppcors lo be mora hnlllo thnn olhar .snrnplos or
stmilar material

Wesl slrlo iobora!OfY window. Room 1212. Crankcase type
•J.1ndow. 0-12" along lowor horlzonlnlfoint and 0-16" nlong right
vorllcel j<llnl as m!)asuratl from ll<lllom rlghl cornor.

LGRC-GZ·009

7,070

131ack glozing mnlerlal, nard, vorying condition.
tiPptoxlnlaloly IW bP.od.

Lab spaco recnn!ly mnovotod.

Ens! sido conforonce Hoom 701 E. f:ntlro lower horiTonlnl joint
oruf lowor 6" of both vorllcal Joints.

LGHC-!;l-010

11,400

Black glozing motorlnl, hnrd. varying condillon.
Approxlmntoly 1/4 • bond.

paint otJsorved on window frames.

Luw·Rise library

·~

Low-Rise North

Second lloor Room 11251 office space. Lower horilontal and lower
lefl vertical join I. 0-12" in both directions from tower Iott cornor

Wing

Third Floor Classroom A30 1. soolhorn most window. Lower
horizontal joint and lowor I verlical joint 0-12" along bolh Joints.

on

!"'lllltwny

High Rise Tower A

I.GRC-GZ-006

-

-·--·--~

--

I

--
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Additional Sampling Conducted in May 2009

R

w

A set of samples from the glazing and adjacent materials at the LGRC complex was coliected on May 5, 2009 to support
the development of options to address this condition. The scope \vas developed based upon an evaluation of potential
exposure pathways and with the intent of gathering data that will assist in developing potential abatement/mitigation plans.
The location for the sampling was the previous sample location LGRC-GZ-003 collected from the first floor library (second
window from east wall). The location was selected because this area is easily accessible, a bulk g!azing sample has
already been collected from this unit {7,520 ppm PCBs), and an exterior glazing sample can easily be co!lected from the
outside first floor. A photograph of a typical window unit is provided on the follovving page.
Specifically, six samples were collected and included:
1.

Surface wipe samples of the interior glazing and adjacent window framing to assess the potential for PCB
exposure through direct contact with the glazing.
a. Pre-Cleaning Wipe: One v.~pe sample was collected to assess current ·as-is' potential exposures.
i. A total PCB concentration of 38 ug/100cm 2 was detected in the sample.
b. Post-Cleaning Wipe: One wipe sample was collected after cleaning of the v.~ndow frame and glazing
with a commercially available general cleaner to assess the effectiveness of standard deaning methods
in reducing potential exposure.
i. A total PCB concentration of 15 ugf100cm 2 v.-as detected in the sample.
c. Discussion: Both wipe samples exceed EPA's cleanup level for high occupancy areas (10 ugi100cm 2).
Concentrations decreased after surface cleaning, which suggests that the PCBs may be related to
particulates on the surface that can be removed by general cleaning.

2.

Surface wipe samples of the adjacent window ledge to assess the presence of PCBs away from the glazing and
to compare this result to the total and surface wipe sample resu!ts of the glazing from the same \'Iindow unit.
a. Pre-Cleaning Wipe: One wipe sample was coliected to assess current "as-is" potential exposures.
i. A total PCB concentration of 0.6 ug/1 00cm 2 was detected in the sample.
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3.

I

Bulk Sample of Dust: A bulk sample of dust and particulate matter found in the narrow recessed area adjacent to
the window frame located adjacent to the window was collected to assess the presence of PCBs in accumulated
material that may require removal.
a.

4.

Post-Cleaning Wipe: One wipe sample was collected after cleaning of the ledge with a commercially
available general cleaner to assess the effectiver~ess of standard cleaning methods in reducing potential
exposure.
i. A total PCB concentration of 0.2 ug/1 00cm 2 was detected in the sample.
Discussion: Both samples were much lower in PCB concentration compared to the wipe samples of the
glazing/frame and were detected at concentrations below the EPA's cleanup level for high occupancy
areas. The data also showed a decrease in concentration following general surface cleaning.

A total PCB concentration of 671 ppm was detected in this sample, which indicates that accumulated
dust/particulate from the glazing is present in this recessed portion of the window system in excess ol
EPA cleanup levels.

Bulk Sample of Exterior Glazing: Engineering drawings of the window construction details indicate that the
glazing appears to have been installed in the base of the frame and around both the interior and exterior portions
of the window. The exterior glazing appears visually different from the interior, although this may be a result of
weathering. This sample result aids in the understanding and development of potentia! actions to address the
PCB impacted glazing {both interior and exterior locations).
a.

A total PCB concentration of 82.7 ppm was detected in the sample. This sample is two orders of
magnitude lower than the interior glazing sample; however, the concentration is still in excess of the 50
ppm regulatory threshold.

Pre-Cleaning Wipe =
38 ug/1 00cm2

Post-Cleaning Wipe
= 15 ug/1 00cm 2

Pre-Cleaning Wipe
0.6 ug/1 00cm2

=

Post-Cleaning Wipe
0.2 ug/1 00cm 2

=
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Results of the Interior Air Monitoring
UMass Amherst Lederle Graduate Research Center

A summary of the interior air sampling for PCBs conducted at the low rise building and Tower A of the Lederle
Graduate Research Center (LGRC) is presented below. The specific objectives for the air sampling were:
•

To evaluate indoor air concentrations of PCBs at representative locations in the high rise Tower A, the low
rise north wing, and the !ow rise library with respect to risk-based levels; and

•

To obtain data over time for comparison and trend analysis.

On May 26, 2009 Woodard &Curran personnel collected eleven air samples from designated locations throughout
the low rise and Tower A of the LGRC. The eleven air samples were collected in accordance with the procedures
described in the May 2009 Interior Air Monitoring Plan. The locations were selected based on three primary factors·
•

Locations of existing glazing samples wfth known PCB concentrations;

•

Distribution throughout the LGRC complex to obtain representative data from rooms of varying uses
(classrooms, office space, etc.); and

•

Location of previous air sampies collected. primarily Post-Abatement (exterior fa9ade project) air samples
collected on July 22 and 23, 2008.

Air samples were collected in accordance with USEPA Compendium Method T0-10A "Determination of Pesticides
and Polychlorinated Biphenyls In Ambient Air Using Low Volume PoiY'Jrethane Foam (PUF) Sampling Followed by
Gas Chromatographic/Multi-Detector Detection (GC!MDr and submitted for laboratory analysis of PCBs homologs.
At each of the sample locations an individually certified low volume PUF cartridge was connected to a personal air
pump (SKC AIRCHEK Sampler) with flexible tubing. The caruidge was positioned at the appropriate height using a
telescoping tubing stand or placed on a desk or tables as specified on Table 1 below.
To achieve the desired minimum laboratory reporting limit of 50 nanogramsfm3. samples were collected at a rate of·
2.5 Umin for the desired timeframe for a tota! sample volume of approximately 300 liters. One duplicate sample was
collected as part of the overall project Quality Assurance and Quality Control measures. At the end of the time
interval, the pump was shut off and the cartridge was placed in aluminum foil, labeled, and placed on ice for delivery
to the analytical laboratory.

Sample Results
A summary of the air sample results are presented on the following page with the laboratory report attached.
Analytical results indicate that the concentrations of PCBs reported in the samples ranged from 0.033 to 0.160
~g/m 3 . These results are slightly lower than the results from the July 2008 post-abatement air sampling results,
which ranged from 0.101 to 0.269 !Jg/ms. Where applicable, a direct comparison between the July 2008 and May
2009 data points is included on Table 1. As a general comparison, the analytical results were also below t'le postabatement re-occupancy criteria developed as part of the exterior abatement project (0.29 1Jg/m3).
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Air Sample

Building
_____ _.

···-·-·-

I!
!i

II
low-Rise Library

l,-.. ·- - -·

Table 1
··--..

-

---~-·-·

-·

--.

Sample Location

I
I

LGCR-IA-005

First floor, Southeast comer.
Placement on table adjacent to
windows.

LGRC-IA-006

Second floor, Main study area to
west of library desks. Placement
on tables,

____!_~tal PCBs

!

26-May-09

22-23- Jul-08

0.160 J

0.239/0.256

I

I

----~---

,--~:- - - - - - -

!

0.045 J

0.110

365A. Placement on conference
1 table.

I First floor, Room 125C, Office

0,237

l

I Third Floor, Conference Room
LGRC-IA-004

(~g/m 3 )

___

,

__

0.257

!

I

lj

LGRC-IA-001

I

1

LGRC-IA-003

LGRC-IA-002

I

I LGRC-IA-007

I1-

LGRC-IA009/500

I

I

i
I

0.224

I

i

0.061 J

I Third Floor, Classroom A301;
I placement on first row of desks

II

0.058 J

I

·--··--

none

T-=-i

I

I Fifth floor, elevator lobby.

0,065 J

Placement near windows south of
elevators at height of 3-5 feet.

I
I

none

I

Room 801, Laboratory office
space, Placement 3-5 feet

o.o33/<o.o33

I

0.101

··-··-·

LGRC-IA-010

West side laboratory Room 1208.
Placement at 3-5 feet

LGRC-IA-011

Room 1606, Common study area.
Placement at 3-5 feet.

I

l

Ir--·

LGRC-IA-008

I

0.055 J

i

i space. Placement near wmclow at
j a height of 3-5 feet.

near windows,

I

Note:

I

I Second floor. Room A251 office

Low-Rise North
Wing

High Rise Tower
A

Space Placement near •vindo'NS
at a height of 3-5 feet.

0.127

l

l'

I East side conference Room 701 E. I
! Placement on conference room
I table.

I

0~~1
0.035

none

0.200

none

I

Flow rates ranged from 2.52- 2.57 liters/minute over a 120 to 134 minute duration.
1.Jg/m3 = micrograms per cubic meter
J =estimated concentration due to surrogate recovery

These results are being evaluated as part of the ongoing activities associated with the PCB containing glazing
materials identified in the LGRC complex.

I
I
Results of Interior Wipe Samples
UMass Amherst Lederle Graduate Research Center
On June 5, 2009 at the request of UMass, Woodard & Curran personnel collected four wipe samples for PCB
analysis from window ledges in the Lederle Graduate Research Center (LGRC) low rise building. Wipe samples
were collected in accordance with standard wipe test methods. At each sample location, a 2-inch square gauze pad,
saturaied with hexane, was wiped across a 100 square centimeter sample area. AU samples were transported to the
laboratory under standard Chain of Custody procedures, extracted using USEPA Method 3540C (Soxhlet extraction},
and analyzed for PCBs using USEPA Method 8082. A summary of the sample locations and analytical results is
presented in the table below.

Summary of Interior Wipe Samples

~:~_pie ldentificati~n-·-

IAnatytic;,··~~;ufts (!Jg/100cm l

I Sample Locatio~·-···

2)

,----

_:_GR~=~-~3~_1_ _ _ _ _-+i_R_oo~__A3_3_1Wi:~~-w__L_ed_g_e_ _
LGRC-WP-A221

Room A221 Window Ledge

~-----

+-·_ _

lI

r-L_G_R_C_-W_P_-A_2_1_7-----;-R_o_om_A_21_7_W_in_d_9w_Led_ge_____
LGRC-WP-A117

Room A117 Window Ledge

j

-.

<0.5

--~

... . .

J

-----~~~
<0.5
<0.5

l

'------------.L-------------'---------·-·-······---_____J

~I
.

[]
~

I
I
D
~

tJ

As indicated on the table above, analytical results indicate that the concentrations of PCBs in all four of the wipe
samples collected were below the minimum laboratory reporting limits and below the high occupancy cleanup criteria
for non-porous surfaces of 10 ~g/1 00cm 2.
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APPENDIX B:

ANALYTICAL LABORATORY REPORTS

(SEE ATIACHED CD)
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ATTACHMENT 2
SUMMARY OF DEADLINES CONTAINED IN CAFO AND INTERIM MEASURES PLAN

Requirement

CAFO or PCB Interim
Measures Plan (IMP)
Provision

Responsible
Party

Deadline

Penalty payment

CAFO paragraph 32-35

Respondent

Only upon EPA issuance of Non-remittance Order (in
which there will be payment instructions)

Record retention

CAFO paragraph 41

Respondent

For seven years after CAFO obligations are met

Stipulated penalty payment

CAFO paragraph 44

Respondent

Within 30 days of demand unless a greater period of
time is specified

Submit CAFO modification proposal if there are
changes to regulatory status of PCBcontaminated window glazing compound

CAFO paragraph 57

Respondent

Within 60 days of effective date of regulatory changes

ModifY CAFO ifthere are changes to regulatory
status of PCB-contaminated window glazing
compound

CAFO paragraph 57

EPA and
Respondent

Unspecified time frame. Timing will depend on scope
of changes.

Submit work plan to conduct initial indoor air
sampling for EPA approval prior to sample
collection

IMP Section 5.2.4

Respondent

Within 60 days ofthe effective date ofCAFO

Window cleaning, containment, verification, and
baseline sampling

IMP Sections 4.1, 4.2,
4.3, 4.4, and 6.1

Respondent

Within 24 months of effective date of
CAFO

Deadline

CAFO or PCB Interim
Measures Plan (IMP)
Provision

Responsible
Party

IMP Section 4.5

Respondent

Record Deed Notice

IMP Section 4.6

Respondent

Record within 60 days of completing
window cleaning, containment, verification, and
baseline sampling

Complete annual long-term monitoring activities

IMP Section 5.2

Respondent

By June 30 of each year after
encapsulation occurs

Complete training for new employees and
annual awareness email update and posting
about status of windows

IMP Section 5.5, 5.6

Respondent

Employee training offered by the end of every month
for new employees, with the first being offered within
30 days of the effective date of the CAFO. Annual
awareness email and posting by September 30 of each
year after encapsulation occurs.

Submit notice to EPA if sampling indicates
exceedences of project-specific action levels,
and propose corrective measures, if required, in
any of the exceedence areas.

IMP Section 5-3

Respondent

Within 30 days of receiving analytical data

Complete corrective measures if annual longterm monitoring activities reveal exceedence of
cleanup levels

IMP Section 5.3

Respondent

Within 30 days of approval of proposed measures or
some other agreed-upon interval depending on the
required measures and procurement procedures that
must be followed

Submit annual report to EPA and post report on
UMASS web site

IMP Section 5.3 and 5.6

Respondent

By September 30 of each year

Submit notice to EPA prior to commencing any
window removal and replacement project

IMP Section 6.2
CAFO paragraph 28

Respondent

At least 30 days before commencing any window
removal or replacement project

Requirement

Submit report re. window cleaning, containment
(encapsulation), verification and baseline
sampling, including proposal for air monitoring
frequency

Within 90 days of completion ofwindow
cleaning, containment, verification, and baseline
sampling

I

Requirement

CAFO or PCB Interim
Measures Plan (IMP)
Provision

Responsible
Party

Deadline

Removal and replacement of certain windows on
Floors 3, 7, 8 ofLGRC A

IMP Section 6
CAFO paragraph 21 (i)

Respondent

By December 31, 2012

All Facility windows removed and replaced and
all PCB Bulk Product waste properly disposed of

IMP Section 6
CAFO paragraph 21 (i)

Respondent

Within 15 years of effective date of CAFO unless
CAFO has been modified

In Re: The University of Massachusetts System
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